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ABSTRACT
Six reports from a workshop of Organisation for

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) members establish the
framework for the Centre for Educational Research and Innovation
project on creativity of the school. The reports reflect the
workshop's goals to establish priorities for further study and to
identify contributions and benefits of member countries from a study
of the school as a focal point for social change. The major issues
which arose in the workshop are the following: organization and
relationships within the school, incentive systems for teachers,
allocation of financial resources to the school, role of the
inspectorate, and regional and local professional support to the
school. The first report presents an analysis and taxonomy of the
principal factors influencing creativity of the school. Next, ways to
strengthen creativity of the school, administrative relationships
between the school and outside institutions, and o:ganization and
relationships within the school are reported. Thu final reports deal
with interventions for strengthening the school's creativity and with
professional support to the school. A list of workshop participants
is appended. (Author /KSN)
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Today, nobody would seriously contest the reality that

the school is a focal point for social change. Of course,

scholia cannot of themselves changes society in any absolute

sense: they cannot create equality in unequal societies, nor

can they create order where lawlessness has become pervasive.

Yet they become involved in all significant social changes for

the simple reason that the social aspirations of adults are

transmitted as if by lightening to the institutions where their

children learn.

But how should the schools become involved in the process

of social change? Should they become the "agents of innovation",

the final link in the implementation chain between a national

reform and its application in the classroom? Or should the class-

room be the inventor of educational changes which make their way

into the system?

There are many different answers given to these questions

is the OFCD countries, in accordance with their different

historical traditions and political realities. Yet all would

recognise that, in democratic societies, the school has to

respond in a creative way to the pressures of society. It should

not passively adopt all available or proposed innovations - nor

should is claim the privilege of acting as an entirely autonomous

force for social change. But how can this balance between social

responsibility aid internal creativity, between the stabilising

forces of tradition and the mobilising forces of change, be

struck? How can public authorities help to evelop the conditions

in which the schools can develop such a role? What are the

internal organisational arrangements that will permit the school

to play it? These are the questions to which the CERI Project on

Creativity of the School is trying to find answers.

The purpose of the meeting in Estoril, which was organised

in co-operation with the Portuguese authorities, was to establish

the framework for the project, to agree on prioritieb for further



study, and to enable the Member countries of the OECD to identify

the contributions they could make and the benefits to be derived.

The heavy involvement of many OECD countries in the subsequent

stages of the project testifies to th2 success of the Estoril

discussions. The following major issues affecting the creativity

of the school are now the subject of intensive work by a number

of national teams on their home grounds:

(i) organisation and relationships within the school

(ii) incentive systems for teachers

(iii) allocation of financial resources to the school

(iv) role of the inspectorate

(v) regional and local professional support to the school.

The CERI Secretariat is continuously bringing together

the results of these studies so as to produce a final policy

report on the Creativity of the School. The present Report,

which sets out the problems and the approaches for dealing with

them, is a first contribution.

J.R. GASS
Director

Centre for Educational Research
and Innovation
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I. INFLUENCES ON CREATIVITY OF THE SCHOOL

Analysis and Taxonomy of the Principal Factors

by

Rien van Gendt

Centre for Educational Research and Innovation, OECD

There seems to be a common assumption in most Western

societies that the educational system must move deliberately

away from being 't custodian of stability towards tilt: promotion of

social change, cultural development and economic progress - or at

least it should be an important component in such a process. In

this context, the culture - transcending role of the school has

begun to displace its culture-transmitting function. Partly as a

consequence of this, the last decade has been a period of

ubiquitous innovative activity in the educational system. In

short, innovation was (and still is) "en vogue".

However, looking at actual developments in Member countries

one observes that, despite much talk about innovation, schools

are somehow incapable of reacting effectively to the challenge it

offers. Sometimes an initial movement in a desired direction has

been cut down to a trivial exercise by constraining factors.

Sometimes new practices have been adopted without adequate

diagnosis of their effectiveness in the functions to be performed.

Sometimes change is generated by an individual teacher but never

takes root in the school as a whole and so perishes with the

originator.

Hence this axiom should be kept to the forefront in any

consideration of the problem: innovation has a reality only in

the context of goals or aspirations of those involved in the

system. It should be purposeful and not a discontinuous event.

Nothing is inherently good or valuable in innovation. Change is

not good in itself and one should not jump on the bandwagon of

innovation without first approving of the .:erection in which it

is going.

9



The topic to be considered is the ability of the school to

adopt, adapt, generate or reject new practices whether they are

initiated from outside or generated internally. The ma,lor purpose

of our analysis will be to improve this ability and so to

strengthen the problem-solving capacity of the school.

STRENGTHENING THE CREATIVITY OF THE SCHOOL

An important underlying assumption of our analysis is that

schools could be more actively involved in the process of innova-

tion. If they are viewed merely as passive elements in a national

"innovation policy", then the effectiveness of such a policy will

be doubtful. Imposition of innovation from without often creates

strains and confusion inside and may well bring the school to

respond in a way that is inimical to the institutionalisation of

the change proposed. Thus, the formal adoption of new practices

at some higher administrative level does not necessarily imply

their actual use in the schools. This is not say, however, that

there is no potential problem-solving capacity among the

professional staff in a good many schools in most countries.

There certainly is, and if this were taken into account when

schemes for improvement were being planned (both by bringing such

staff into consultation and allowing them some discretion, as to

the means of implementation in their own schools) there would be

much greater likelihood of innovation successfully permeating the

whole system.

But here we must make an important reservation. The true

test of successful innovation is the extent to which it take3 root

in, and pervades, the school as a whole - not the performance of

individual teachers in the relative isolation of their own .lasses.

Hitherto the teacher has been regarded as the most importaut factor

in the innovation process and much attention has been paid to his

individual development, first to modify his own behaviour and then

to trigger off a multiplier process among his colleagues. This

has fostered a myopic concentration on single roles in teaching

and screened out other factors of equal importance such as internal

relationships, authority structures and the extent of the school's

own discretion in dealing with such matters as finance and material

resources. Our contention here is that in the present analysis of

problem-solving capacity the smallest organic unit that should be

considered is the school - not the individual teacher or his class.

- 10 -



la focusing thus on the school, however, we must not in

our turn be myopic, External relationsAips are just as important

as internal ones and our approach must take proper account of the

administrative system at local, regional and national level,

outside professional support structures and other relevant

influences in the school's environment.

No doubt participants in the Workshop will be considering

the short -term implications of introducing specific innovations or

up-dating the school in terms of its functions and performanoe.

The main issue, however, is how to build a capacity to respond to new

practices and situations into the school and to ensure that it

remains alive. In the present context, improving the school's

problem-solving capacity to deal with change is synonymous with

strengthening the creativity of the school - 'creativity' referring

to its own ability to deal with new practices(1). This does not

hecessarily mean that the school io the creator of innovation out

that it has the potential to adopt, adapt, gonnrate or reject it.

Nor should we be concerned solely with tho school's problem-solving

capacity in isolation; its relationships to th3 administrative

and other forces in the environment .d equally important. Indeed,

the creativity of a school is inevitably bound up with the creativity

of the system within which it works.

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

AND THE CREATIVITY OF THE SCHOOL

Analysing the concept of creativity calls f^r a multiple-

factor approach, for there are many things that may inhibit or

encourage thq problem-solving capacity of a school. Examples are

the attitude cf an individual teacher, the iaternal organisation,

(1) Although we are not presently concerned with the creativity of

the individual pupil as a dimension of his personal development,

the concept of creativity as defined above might have a certain

impact on this. It is possible that some relationship between

the two may emerge at a later stage in th...s general enquiry.



the allocation of its financial resources or its administrative

relationships with the local education authority. Such factors

must be considered within the context of a epeoifio national

situation, and in relation to the characteristics of the system

under consideration and, especially, to the characteristics of

the innovation itself. Characteristics that are particularly

important relate to:

(a) the way educational tasks are structured within

the ec.hool; and

(ti4) the administrative structure of the country's

educational system.

In the matter of (a), the rectors affecting the creativity

of the school have to be examined in relation to the present and

changing objectives and functions of the national educational

system. In operational terms, this means that they should be seen

in relation to the way educational tasks are structured in terms

of curriculum content, pedagogy and pupil assessment.

There seems to be a relationship between the perception of

educational tasks and the structuring of the various factors.

For instance, the way in which the subject matter to be taught is

structured as a task (e.g. multidisciplinarity) together with the

criteria established for performance evaluation might determine

the possible relationships between teachers and pupils, and might

influence the nature of teacher-training and in-service training.

The relation between different .subjects might determine the

relationships between teachers. The extent to which the school

is involved in the construction of learning material might influence

the nature of outside supporting structures.

The grneral administrative structure of a country referred

to in (b) is important in relation to its degree of (de)centrali-

sation - that is the discretion and accountability delegated to

the various functional levels. The structure of the educational

srtem varies from one country to another and in consequence the

diE,oretion and accountability of schools will vary also. Some

courtriec favour the adoption and adaptation of new practices that

have been developed outside the school; others encourage the

generation and institutionalisation of innovations from within.

- 12 -



Although it is important at a certain stage to relate the

analysis of factors suoh as the attitude of teachers and the

provision of professional support to a specific national situation,

it is equally useful to consider them in a more general way,

independently of any specific system.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE CREATIVITY OF THE SCHOOL

Many factors have an effect on the creativity of a school,

the principal being:

1. The financial resources allocated to it.

2. Pre-service training of teachers, headmasters

and administrators.

3. In-service training of teachers, headmasters

and administrators.

4. The employment conditions of school staff

(e.g. possibilities of promotion or transfer).

5. Adequacy of staff skills.

6. Efficacy in the appointment and evaluation of staff.

7. Provision of capital equipment.

8. Provision of professional support to the school.

9. Provision of learning materials; the relation with

producers and the selection and purchase of teaching

aids.

10. Relations between the school and its administering

authorities.

11. Relations between the school and other influential

outside bodies or individuals.

12. Attitudes of staff towards innovation and their

capability of putting it into practice.

13. Social organisation within the school.

14. Authority relationships and decision-making processes

within the school.

15. The expectations of individual parents, employers and

other citizens with a concern for education.

- 13 -



To propose a single model for structuring these various

factors and their relationships - a mega-solution for all

countries - is impossible on account of the multiplicity of

variation in local characteristics. All that can be done is to

create something appropriate to a specific national context at

a know point in time.

In addressing ourselves to the problem as a whole, a

systems approach is felt to be useful - the school being regarded

as a sub-system of its sociological/economic environment and all

factors (internal and external) affecting its creativity being

subject to separate analysis, either singly or in clusters. To

give one example: powers exercised by a number of heterogenous

bodies outside the school (central and local government,

professional institutions, examining bodies, teachers' associations,

parents, and so on) undoubtedly have a strong influence on the

selection and organisation of curriculum content; whatever then

may be decided will, in turn, have important consequences vis-h-vis

power relationships within the school.

As we have seen, factors affecting creativity of the school

are numerous. It becomes necessary, therefore, to group them in

clusters if they are to be readily handled in our analysis. This

presupposed selection of a suitable taxonomic basis and relative

proximity between factors is proposed for the purpose. This

enables grouping in five clusters where the factors are respectively

inherent in:

(0 the administrative relationships between the school

and outside institutions;

(ii) the organisation and relationships within the school;

(iii) professional support to the school from outside;

(iv) interventions for strengthening the school's

creativity (e.g. in-service training and Organisation

Development in the sense of Schmuck's definition;)

(v) the influences of the school's environment.

- 14-



THE INTERDEPENDENCE EMMEN FACTORS

These five clusters can be visualised as five intersecting

circles. This does not prevent separate analysis of a single

factor or a single cluster of factors; but it should be appreci-

ated that, while this might point to the desirability of restruc-

turing one or more of the constituent factors, such action would

not be justified as a means for strengthening the problem-solving

capacity of the school until its influence upon all other factors

or clusters had been confirmed as beneficial or, at least, innocuous.

As an illustration let us consider the relation between the

school and the outside administrative and non-administrative

institutions. The two following situations should be regarded as

extremes of a continuum. In the first a school has considerable

discretion, for instance to transfer items from one account to

another (i.e. virement) or to allow its teachers freedom to plan

their own activities. This, however, does not necessarily render

the school eagerly receptive to new ideas or practices. Various

internal factors might stand in the way; for example, negative

attitude on the part of a staff reluctant to change established

patterns, the sheer weight of the extra. work load, the lack of time,

inability to take proper advantage of the freedom provided or the

lack of outside professional support. In the second situation, a

school might be intrinsically very resonant to innovation so far as

its internal structure and the attitudes and capabilities of staff

are concerned, while outside influences (local authorities, school

boards, examiners or parents) put a dampener on creative experimen-

tation. In both these cases it will be difficult to ensure that

an innovative approach becomes absorbed into the school's character

without danger of "tissue rejection" at some later date.

CONCLUSIOUS

Measures for improving a school's capacity for problem-

solving (and by extension, its receptivity to innovation - accepting,

adapting, or designedly rejecting) must be monceived in a knowledge

of all factors influencing its organisation and its conduct. Hitherto

the tendency has been to concentrate upon internal factors to the

neglect of those impinging from outside. This should be remedied by

-15-



the adoption of an overall approach. In total, however, these

factors are so numerous and diverse that a system of classifi-

cation must be devised before they can be properly analysed and

their inter-relationships understood. Such a system is here

proposed, the factors being grouped as appropriate into five

categories or "clusters" each of which represents an area

(administrative, sociological, economic, professional or personal)

from which important influences are exerted on the school - both

within and without.

While it is hoped that this system will facilitate study

of the problem - not least by instilling a sense of realism - the

diversity of educational systems between countries is such that

no model with universal application can be expected to result. In

the ultimate, each country will have to work on its own solution

in terms of the policies and practices prevailing and for a given

moment in time.

- 16 -



II. ST, RENGTHENIM THE CREATIVITY OP THE SCHOOL

by

John Nisbet

Professor of Education, University of Aberdeen

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The previous paper has set out tho general considerations

in our approach to the topic of "Creativity of the School", and

the four papers which follow review the problem in detail from.

different angles - the administrative relationship between the

school and outside institutions, the interns organisation of the

(Wheel, professional support to the school and intervention for

strengthening the school's creativity. This paper is intended as

a bridge between tho general and the specific approaches, and it

aims also to provide an overall review of the topic. Certain

points require elaboration if the problem is to be seen in its

proper perspective. What is implied in our use of the term

"creativity"? Why do we take the school ae a basic unit in the

response of the educational system to the challenge of change?

The paper also reviews briefly the considerations that apply in

each of the four specific areas considered in the subsequent papers

and notes the interactions of these different factors affecting

the creativity of the school. The paper concludes by raising some

further issues that arise from the discussion so far and points

the way ahead in the development of the OECD/CERI project,

"Creativity of the School".

THE DEFINITION OF CREATIVITY

Those who are directly and personally confronted with

day-to-day problems in teaching and in the administration of

education are often impatient of general abstract discussion of

concepts such as the creativity of the school. But the pressure

of urgent practical problems has the efi-nt of narrowing our

vision so that we fail to see these problems in perspective, and

we tackle each problem separately and iLdependently, neglecting

-17-



the more general problem of developing the adaptive capacity

the educational system as a whole, or of the schools as units .....

that system. We are too busy fire-fighting to Le able to stand

back and see clearly what should be done in the longer term.

In a society that is static and where there is no need for

change, the task of administration, both at the national level and

within the school, can be interpreted as minimising the disrupting

effects of unforeseen events, and ensuring that institutions

function smoothly and efficiently. But in a period of fundamental

change, such as we seem to be experiencing at present, the tack

of administration is much more difficult. It is tempting for the

administrator to react in one of two ways, both of which are

essentially inadequate: either to resist chanLe and strive to

maintain stability in terms of established values and pxocedures;

or, at the opposite extreme, to accept the need for change and to

strive to promote reforms as radically and as quickly as possible.

Most of us tend to take up a position somewhere between these two

extremes of stubborn resistance to change and acceptance of change.

However, the implication of the phrase, "creativity of the school",

is that the solution is not to be found merely in an intermediate

position on this dimension between resistance and acceptance.

The term "creativity" introduces a new dimension, implying a

selective and discriminating response to change. It also involves

the more positive role of initiating appropriate changes within

the school.

Thus, "creativity of the school" is defined as its capacity

to adopt, adapt& generate or reject innovations. On this inter-

pretation, the effective development of innovation requires a

strengthening of this capacity in the schools; and the first

step is to identify the factors that will improve the capacity

of schools to adopt innovations or to adapt them to suit their

special circumstances, to generate new ideas and approaches, and

to resist or reject those changes that are in conflict with their

aims or are unsuited to their conditions of working. "Creative"

is therefore not to be interpreted as limited to meanings such

as "inventive, original, divergent": on this definition, a school

may be creative also in adapting or even in rejecting innovations.

- 18 -



Thus, thE term "creativity" is being used to indicate something

more than dust innoveion and initiative in reform of the

educational system. It implies a flexibility of approach which

has three elementv confronting problems, responding to problems

and evaluating tYe responsekto problems. If schools can develop

the capacity to do these three things as relatively autonomous

units, the system as a whole may develop dynamically, in that

each step a school takes towards greater flexibility improves its

confidence in taking the next step, thus increasing step by step

the problemsolving capacity of the system. The point at issue,

therefore, is not just a matter of 4mproving the receptivity of

schools to planned innovation from a central authority: it is

assumed that we wank to improve the capacity of the school itself

to deal with innovation.

THE SCHOOL AF, THE UNIT OF ANALYSIS

As stated in the previous paper, the school is taken as

the smallest appropriate unit for analysis. In the paper that

follows, it is argued (within the English educational system)

that the school is the "prime institution" because of its wide

discretion in determining the content and organisation of teaching

and learning. The idea of strengthening the creativity of the

school is based on the assumption that the school as an institution

has a key role to play in the response to change.

This assumption may be challenged from two quite separate

positions. First, those who adhere to the "great man" theory of

history may argue that the individual headmaster or teacher is

the unit with which we should be concerned, and not the school:

the institution is the lengthened shadow of a man. A school

cannot be creative, they argue: it is the individual

who is creative, and the school can only adopt the ideas

of individuals. But as Hoyle points out (in a paper to

be published in a subsequent volume), to focus on the school

- 19-



"... is not to deny the significance of the creative

individual. Creative teachers and headteachers have been

very important in the development of educational innova-

tion They have been the propheA, the pathfinders

- and often the rebels, who have caused educational

institutions to take a look at themsolvec. But education

is a shared enterprise, and even the rebels have had to

persuade colleagues to adopt t%eir proposals It is

the quality of the school as An institution which is the

important far'.:or since perhaps the majority of educational

innovations involve groups of teachers, if at entire

schools."

The school is the agency that provides the "multiplier effect",

since the individual alone cannot trigger this effect. Individual

efforts at inrwation tend to fade out on thr withdrawal of the

individual. Moreover, the effective implementation of innovation

often involves a co-operative style of working in conflict with

the "privateptyle which is the normal expectation of the teacher.

The creative teacher is often the divergent personality who likes

to work on his own, and his achievements perish with him or, at

best, are limited only to those.pupils whom he teaches. The

creative school must somehow release these talents (or, sometimes,

restrain or redirect them) so that they are shared with colleagues

and made available more widely.

At the opposite extreme, others may argue that the school

is inevitably a reflection of t/le whole social structure of a

community, and that it cannot aspire to break this dependency.

Admittedly, most pressures for change come from outside the school.

But inlovations that are thrust on the school fail to tale root

if they are merely a pressure from outside and do not link up with

any problem recognised by those within the school. An example of

this is to be found in Barker Lunnfs(1) study of streaming in

:::ngL.sh primary schools: in schools where streaming had been

abolished, those teachers who believed in streaming tended to

(1) Lunn, 3ar%er, Streaming in the rrimary School.
Slouch. :TM, 1070.
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continue to teach in the same way, and the performance of the

children in their classes resembled those in streamed classes

rather than those in unstreamed classes. Or, more simply, the

innovation is merely forgotten and dies after the initial period

of novelty, as in many cases of tho introduction of programmed

learning in 'schools.

Not all innovation has its origin outside the school: in

some cases, we may look to the school to generate its own

solutions to problems, and this possibility is provided for in

our definition of creativity. In other cases, whore schools

adopt or adapt (or reject) innovations, it is z"lear that discussion

only makes sense 'then one looks at a "school system", that is, a

complex of schools with the administrative and professional support

which is an important source of funds, initiative and expertise.

Within thin setting the school is an appropriate operational

focus for our discussion. Possibly, in the future, we may have to

consider a wider unit than the school, if there is a move towards

an integration of schools in community units, and a blurring of

the boundaries between the school and other cultural agencies,

mAch as libraries, arts centres, sports complexes and television.

At present, however, it is important to strengthen the erontivity

of the school, to develop its capacity to adopt, adapt, generate

and reject innovation. For only in this way can innovation be

tailored to fit local conditions and existing facilities. In the

past forty years one of the achievements of educational psychol-

ogy has been to demonstrate the importance of individual differ-

ences among children: by taking account -f these differences,

and involving the children actively in their ow education, we

are better able to promote their growth and development. The

argument here is analogous in that it extends this form of

reasoning to institutions instead of children: we need to recog-

nise the variety of individual differences among schools, and by

appropriate means to foster their capacity to promote their own

growth.
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE CREATIVITY OF THE SCHOOL

What, then, are the appropriate means of strengthening the

creativity of the school? The previous paper hr identified a

number of influential factors and has grouped these in five

clusters:

(i) the administrative relationships between the

school and outside institutions;

(ii) the organisation and relationships

within the school;

(iii) the professional support to the school;

(iv) the interventions for strengthening the school's

creativity (.0g. in-service training and

organisational development);

(v) the influence of the school's environment.

The first four categories are discueoed in detail in the papers

that follow. The fifth category, which is more general, is

considered briefly later in this paper. 2ach of the categories

is itself eJmplex, and in the detailed analysis it is easy for

the roadex to forget their close interdependency. Consequently,

the whole range of factors is briefly reviewed here, so that they

may be reen in context.

Initially, to clarify the meaning of the categoriee

adopted it may be helpful to apply them to a different form of

institution - the wording of a committee - by way of analogy.

It can be argued that a committee never has an idea, but merely

adopts the ideas of its individual members; or that a committee

has n, power of its own, but operates only with the power given

to it Oy its parent body. ;:evertheless, a committee may be

creative, or it may be inflexible, or it may adopt too readily

whatever is prescribed by the latent fashion. What are the

factors that Luiderlie the strcngth of a really effective committee?

In category 1 (the administrative context) there are: the remit,

the conditions of wor;:ing, the relationship to the parent body.

Category 2 (the internal str.xture) comprises the interrelationships

among the members, the chairman's style and in handling
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discussion, the use of sub-committees, the openness cl discus-

sion. Category 3 (professional support) comprises the secre-

tariat, the minuting of decisions, the preparation of agenda

and supporting papers; and category 4 (interventions) refers to

the use of consultants and experts. Category 5 is the whole

climate of opinion within which the committee operates.

It is possible to analyse the working of a school in a

similar way, and to identify the factors that affect its capacity

to deal with innovation. We need to deal systematically with

these questions if we are not to see the present innovative

efforts wasted. Already there are signs of "innovation fatigue"

among teachers - a feeling of frustration with apparently

purposeless and ineffective chance which is undermining such

willingness as now exists to contemplate changes in curriculum

and organisation.

(i) The administrative relationships between
the school and outside institutions

Clearly the school's response to innovation is influenced

by its relationships with local, regional and national education

authorities, as well as with other institutions and groups out-

aide the school. This first cluster of factors is concerned with

the administrative context of the school. Though we have taken

the school as the basic unit in our analysis, it would be absurd

to discuss the school without considering the context within which

it operates. Yet in the past we have tended to expect innovative

schools to develop on their own, seeing their problems as mainly

internal problems; and this is part of the reason why innovation

has frequently not been sustained beyond the first initiative.

Administrative relationships can hinder or support the school in

its capacity to deal with chance. Innovative practices in the

school also effect administrative arrangements, creating precsures

for new procedures, dieeretionary powers and support services.

Given the fact that schools can never be wholly autonomous,

they must accept certain constraints and certain pressures -

especially financials how much money they receive and how this

money is spent; also, more generally, in the allocation of

buildings and grounds; in the appointment and deployment of staff;
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in the content of their curriculum and the options available

within the curriculum; and even in the declared aims and

objectives of the school. Scheele cannot expect to decide such

matters entirely for themselves but muet come to terms with

society's demands for efficiency, accountability.and responsibility.

But there are different ways of satisfying these demands from

outside the school: some ways give schools greater discretion,

while others restrict the school's freedom. A practical example

of this is given in the preceding paper in relation to "virement".

But the demand for accountability may also be made in such a way

as to discourage initiative; or it may allow a school to take

risks in a new venture while providing a check to limit the

consequences of failure, especially as these affect individual

children. To refer again to our definition of creativity, which

includes rejecting change, administrative approval should not

always be limited to schemes that arc certain to succeed, but

should sometimes also include "permission to fail". ;t present,

the innovatory school feels an obligation to succeed: equally,

the conventional school may persist bravely but blindly in a

hopeless tas::: creativity includes the capacity to recognise

failure, and adapt or reject in conoequence. Thus, the relaxation

of a demand for sharp accountability may help schools to face up

to the problem of failure, and to develop a more effective response.

It is wrong to assume that increased freedom necessarily

results in increased Preativity. Greater autonomy for schools

may expose them to the influence of pressure groups. The inde-

pendent private school may be less free than the state school if

it is wholly subject to the demands of parents. ;leo, we must

not regard the influence of external pressures on the school as

purely negative, for they give a necessary orientation to the

echool system as a whole and impose a valuable co-ordination on

essential points of national policy.

(ii) Organisation and relationships
within the school

The second cluster of factors that affect the creativity

of the school is concerned with how the school itself is organised,

the authority structure and the social relationships generally
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within the school. Tae paper whicl. discusses this problem in

detail outlines different forms of authority which may be adopted

in school: from the autocratic through various forms of delega-

tory and consultative to the participatory system in which

decisions are made by the whole school. The trio extremes are the

"vertical" or hierarchical, based on strong authority and account-

ability between levels, and the "horizontal" in which there is

collective accountability .through consensus among equal colleagues.

Again, we must not assume that the most democratic arrangement is

the most creative. A participatory structure may be resistant to

change, or be vulnerable to pressure from vested interests, or -

remembering that creativity is not just the acceptance of change -

be influenced too much by whims of fashion. In an autocratic

system, only one person needs to be persuaded of the value of an

innovation, and this person has both the opportunity and the

obligation to view each aspect in full context. Perhaps the

autocratic system may also be well suited to generatinc new ideas,

a sphere where individuals often play an important role. 3ut

there is also the need to "institutionalise" change, to ensure

that the new practices take root; and this is possibly the

greatest weakness of our present, structures. "Why is it", one

participant asked, "when there are so many prophets of change, so

many examples of fresh beginnings, that school systems change so

slowly? What prevents the new and exciting from becoming an

established pert of the school system?" Ideas are implemented

only if people accept them as their own. One important aspect of

the internal organisation is the incentive it offers to individuals

to accept change - coercion, persuasion, inducement, reward. But

the problem goes beyond incentives to accept change, for it is not

just a matter of determining which structure is quickest to respond

to an initiative from the central authority. The concept of

creativity includes also the capacity to adapt, or even to reject,

initiatives. The internal structure is clearly of crucial

importance here.

Though we may not be able to estaelich simple rules on

these issues, it would be helpful even to know the criteria that

apply. For example, size of school and opportunities for

consultation may be important factors. There is a trend in many
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educational systems towards larger units, justified on grounds of

economy and opportunities for specialisation and choice. A common

complaint is that large units prevent effective social relation-

ships. The optimum size of a school - or the optimum size of the

units in the sub-structure - io thus a basic point; and this in

turn is dependent on the nature of the decisions to be made.

Since the decisions to be made vary according to the administrative

relationships between the school and the central or local authority

there io here an interaction between the first two groups of

factors. Possibly, where the administrative structure severely

restricts the school's discretion oo that only relatively minor

decisions are within the power of the school, limitations on size

apply less rigorously. A change in the system of administrative

control, however, may require a revision of the internal organisa-

tion of a large school to allow opportunities for consultation,

whether this is done by a system of plenary staff meetings, or a

representative system, or by delegation.

Whichever method is favoured, the internal arrangement of

the work of the school must provide time for consultation and for

working out new ideas. In a school that is not involved in

innovation, staff may have a reserve of time and energy because

established routines reduce work. When a school becomes involved

in innovation, new demands swallow up time, and there is seldom

opportunity to reflect, to discuss, to become informed and to

evaluate unless time is specifically set aside for these parposes.

Till now, we have discussed various static structural

designs of school organisation. There is also a dynamic dimension:

how does a school set about changing its internal organisation,

and what is the sequence of development? It would be helpful to

have a step-by-step documentation of the introduction of innovation

in various schools, - for example, when a decision is made to

adopt a thematic approach to the curriculum in place of the

conventional subject divisions, or to abolish streaming by ability

or to use team teaching or individualised learning systems, or

to set up a school council. A description of a process such as

this could provide no more than a general guide, for each school

will differ and each must develop its own structure, within certain
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limits to take account of the special characteristics of school

and staff. Flexibility to allow for continuing development should

also be provided for, and some guidelines on these points aro

needed.

(iii) The professional support to the school

The prospect of change arouses anxiety: teachers tend to

feel insecure as they are given a wider range of choice. A new

curriculum destroys the confidence of the experienced teacher,

making him feel out of date and useless; even the suggestion of

change may be regarded by teachers as a criticism of their pro-

fessional skill. Thus, the first effect of chance is to remove

the security of what io familiar and comfortable. An essential

task, therefore, in strengthening the creativity of the school is

to provide supportive structures to help schools and teachers to

deal with uncertainty.

What form should these supportive structures take? Two

forms are required: short-term interventions and longer-term

strategies. The conger -term strategies may involve some funda-

mental changes in the administrative structure of the system and

in teacher training, both pre-service and in-service. Short-term

interventions must be carefully planned if they are to support

creativity and not be a substitute for it.

Por example, one device for providing immediate support to

schools is the use of advisers, advisory teachers or diagnosticians

or inspectors in an advisory role. These advisers will be *ander

pressure to give practical advice and help, to provide answers to

questions, in the role of expert or specialist. They will them-

selves be anxious to justify their role, and so they will strive

to convert teachers to their own new orthodoxy. If they are part

of the authority structure, and have a say in the promotion system,

they become a substitute for creativity instead of a support, and

their advice becomes concealed coercion. The task of the inter-

mediary adviser, therefore, must be clearly defined, and his role

should be understood by the teachers. His task is to transfer his

capabilities, to the teachers: he must make himself dispensable.
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The longer-term strategy involves the creation of an

appropriate infrastructure to support creativity. This requires

the supply of a wide range of reeourceo - teaching materials,

information services, centres whore teachers can meet, and an

administrative structure for the management of these centres.

Resource centres, both national and local, have considerable

potential for strengthening the creativity of schools, but as yet

little is known about the most effective form of such provision.

The specialised national centre has obvious strengths, but it may

not be able to offer prompt feedback to schools - and it would

seem essential that national centres should be complemented by a

network of local centres which establish direct contacts with

their sehoolo. Should the resource centres merely respond to

teachers' needs and requeots, or should thoy seek to act as change

agents in school? There is a danger that, by their selection of

packaged curriculum materialo, resource centres may tend to imp000

on ::shook the values lnd teaching styles implicit in the design

of theoe materialo. 2eachero may decline to use the facilities

offered if these arc seen as limited in ranee, or they may use

the materials in ways different from wkat was intended in their

ricsirn. If the centres are to serve their clients, the teachers,

in the most effective v; y, the work of the centres must be

struct...xe so that it does not th schools more passive and

receptive, hilt is n learnin.7 process which leads towards "auto-

innovation" by the ::c:.ocis. This process requires the strenrth-

enin:7 of the capacity or the achool to determine its own needs in

terms of s:pport. Ae resource centr1 .loan not merely supply what

i2 :10;:eq, nor L;tipulatc vh.:Y. can be supplied: it must operate on

thc unsis of tl:e se:wolfs no4 ani develop its service by

encouracin7 new in;:ihts amonr the t.y:chers. ?his, on hallmark

of rood sl:rport is its 'culture-compatibility' - how efrectively

it tahes account of the climate of opinion in schools and of the

insecurity of the innovatinc teacher ani rococ,nizes the gradual

naturi, of ehani7e proceos.

iiffermt form of rrofescionul support is the

i:ontrLb.,:tIon =ale Oy 0.:utLonaL research - or the ontrilmtion

it. 0..4-4'. to mahe. ;..any people coplain that educational research

ma,:s little lmpact: touchers Ivive little faith in research

ruc! re'rlrerr. pay little attention to the opinions of

tencar:.. Them is e lon -term influence of reaenrch in shaping
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the teacher's perception of hie work and hie pupils, in moulding

attitudes and objectives and in providing concepts such a3

'needs', 'growth', 'intelligence', deprivation' and so on. But

there remains a gap between the research worker and the teacher

which must be bridged if research is to provide effective

professional support to the school.

(iv) Interventions for strengthening
the sdheolis creativity

There are other forms of assistance that can be made

available. In the concluding paper of this series two forms of

intervention are singled out for special consideration: in-service

training of teachers, and the use of consultants in a structured

procedure, ouch as "Organisation Development",which is described

in detail in the paper. Both strategies have much to offer; but

in both, as we have noted with the three previous sections, there

are difficulties and questions which require to be discussed.

Too often, when faced with a malfunction, we think we have found

an answer in setting up c course of training for those responsible.

(University teaching and management shill:, for headmasters are two

such examples). But though in- service training of teachers can

make a valuable contribution to otrengtheninc the creativit:: of

the school, as yet we do not :mow what :mini of training is beet,

who should be given it (and who should decide this), under what

conditions, for how long, and many other qt..eetiono. The concluding

paper lists suggestions on content, linked to the concept of

organisation development: no doubt there are other possibilities.

Many countries are now beginning to make eyetematie provision for

in-service training of their teachers, and consequently there are

urgent questions.

The second strategy, calling on an outoile expert to advise

us, is commonly applied in other areas of he.man activity. The

goals of organication development, however, are not to rrovie

ready-made answers but to help schools to set up a process to

identify problems, find solutions ma;:e lccisions, thro.:.rh a

sequence of interventions, clarifyinc comm..Lnic tion within the

school, establishing goals, uncovering conflicts and interdepen-

dence, and improving group procedures for discucsion. There arc,
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of course, difficulties. Intervention like this in a school's

affairs must start from an invitation from the school, or it is

likely to meet with non-cooperation or reoistance: the schools

that ask for help may not be those that need it, and vice versa.

Is it possible for consultants to be non-directive and value free?

Is it sufficient merely to open up questions and bring conflict

into the open? The two strategies may be combined if training is

directed towards the skills of giving and receiving assistance of

this kind. The distinctive feature here is that we are treating

the school ao the basic unit, whereas most in-service training

tends to be directed to the teacher as an individual.

THE INTZRRELATIONOHIP OP T1fl FACTORS

At this point it is perhaps appropriate to re- emphasize the

interdependence of these various factors, for an understanding of

their interaction, rather than ,Jf the operation of any one factor,

is necessary for strengthening the creativity of the school. Some

of the difficulties which have been encountered in innovatory

developments in education have occurred through failure to realise

that a change in one aspect of a system affects many other aspects,

and that innovation can be sustained only if it is developed from

a thorough understanding of the complexity of the process.

Some examples in addition to thine already given may help

to illustrate the point. Changes in the authority structure in a

school (category 2) affect relationships within the school that

are affected not only by the size of the school and the oppor-

tunities for consultation and contact (All category 2), but also

by the layout of the school building and the provision of staff

rooms (category 1); the feasibility of the changes in authority

depends on the discretion permitted to the school, on staff

appointments and on considerations of economy in the deployment

of staff (category 1). The operation of "organisation development"

(category 4) and the contribution of professional advisers

(category 3) affect relationships within the school. Similarly,

in-service training (category 4) must take account of financial

constraints (category 1) and will seek to exploit the effective

use of resource centres (category 3). A school that embarks on
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a substantial currimaustrevision, attempting to develop a theme-

oriented approach, for example, must take account not only of

the internal organisation of the school, but also of financial

constraints, the restrictions imposed by external examinations

and the availability of adequate materials and resources. A

strategy for change is unlikely to succeed if it identifies one

aspect only ac a key factor in the situation and neglect3 to take

account of its interaction with all the factors which have been

outlined in the preceding pages.

External and internal factors are more closely interrelated

than we realise. The distinction often made between centralised

and decentralised educational systems can thus be misleading.

The essential difference between systems, as they affect the

creativity of the school, is how far the various constraints allow

discretion to the schools. In a centralised system a school may

have more independence, in certain respects, than in a decentralised

system that aIplies detailed restrictions. Where control of the

system is concentrated in one large centre ramote from many of the

schools in the system, the detailed supervision or control at

grass roots level ie more difficult to exercise, so in practice

the schools may have more freedom. In a decentralised system

schools are much closer to the controlling centre and their day-to-

day working is more open to observation - and therefore sometimes

to control by the local authority.

STRATZIES OP 7.:011LJONING

It must be clear from the previous discussion that creativity,

as we use the term, is not just a qual±ty of unique individuals or

of unconventional institutions, but a style of problem-solving.

When a school realises that something is wrong in its rode of

functioning, and decides to remedy the weakness, it begins to be

creative. Ideally, perhaps, it is the secure and stable school

which ought to initiate and test innovations, for it has the

reserves of energy and resilience to tolerate stress. In practice,

chance often begins from facing up to problems, rather than by

planma interventions. There is an approved "text-book" procedure

for introducing innovation, starting by defining objectives,
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preferably in behavioural terms, and then proceeding to outline

a programme of action to achieve these objectives. Behavioural

objectives can be valuable in obliging people to think carefully

and precisely about what they want to achieve, and objectives

when formulated help to indicate what should be done. They are

less effective in excluding what should not be done, for they do

not specify what is not wanted. Ideally, the school should

strive to achieve agreement on objectives be:ore embarking on a

course of action. There is, however, a different style of working

which would seem to be closer to practice. The problem:, the

school faces arc the starting point, and while the discussion of

objectives is not neglected, it is not considered necessary to

:;ecure full arreement amonr the staff. (jometimes, indeed,

cr;reement is evidence that the objectives have been defined so

as to avoid the necessity for any subetantial change). The school

is able to ma::e prorrees because its internal structre and the

external support are such ac to allow i-.. to tolerate a fairly high

level of stress in solvily: the day-to-day problems which arise.

Though the strategy is untidy, it is flexible; and it worke

through the continuinr participation and interaction of all the

staff. ;t present it not possible to say that one of these

strategics is right and the other wrong. They are complementary

approaches, like inductive and e.aductive reasoning, and our

concept of the creativity o: the school applies to both.

:!OW L0 WY ASS":,S:: ':Hr, nEVIVITY jOH001,?

The definition given earlier is that creativity in the

capacity of the school to adopt, adapt, generate or re;:ect

innovations. :Icy/ then arc we to assess the creativity of tac

io not to is meacurcd by the number of changes

introdecd, nor ;!..Lst in terms of new practice:: or new product°,

moo: it incl;.ides :sic capacity to re,;ec-: chanri, where this proves

ineffective or inapp:opriate. On thece terms a school is creative

i: it decides to continue ac before, provided it does so in a

conscic.zo way, Aly aware of t'ao ice es invol06. A school rr.st

be lizeri:ninatinr- in ito respon.-,e chanre, for not all chan7e

for the better. Mere is "wild innovatio:-." ;1'.;.nnovation

the f-irlm:c, the fr.ohion and the faii: in the 1770o
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these are to education what inflation is to the economy. It is

easier to say what creativity does not include than to describe

it in terms which can readily be observed and assessed. It is

not just a matter of freedom for the school, as we point out

later. Nor are we so naXve as to equate it with contentment:

the creative school is not necessarily a happy school, well

adjusted to its environment - though wo hasten to add that it is

not an unhappy place, full of strife and restlessness. The term

"creativity" is carefully chosen, for it is a quality of the

intellect; and the quality we seek to access is an intellectual

quality of the school. Earlier it was sugrestod that there wore

three star;eo in the proc:so of problem-solving: confronting

problems, responding to problems and evaluating the response to

problemo. Creativit:: of the school, therefore, is to be assessed

by the awareness within the school of the problems which it faces,

it3 capacity to devioe and adopt solutiono, and its willingness

to evaluate its efforts, and, in the light of thin evaluation,

to adapt or reject those solutions, or to generate now solutions.

TNT INFLUEV,;L OF 6=01, ::P/II:ON=IT

This review so far has been limited to the first four of

the five clusters of factors above. The fifth is the influence

of the school environment. The term is intended to cover the

whole social context, the climate of opinion within a country,

the social and political otructureo and the less tangible but not

lose important cultural norms. Each community has its distinctive

expectations of its school, and there is a certain stability about

these assumptions, for we each shape our expectations from our

own peroonal experiences of school. If we ask which is the most

important factor influencing or limiting the creativity of the

school, each person will tend to answer within the context of

his own experience and his country's edur tional system - incentives,

finance, personal relationships, the adminis:rative structure, the

examination system - each tends to c:Icooe a aifferent answer. In

discussing educational issues we tend to reject the volutions of

others becL., se they do not fit reaflily into our framework of

thcucht. One function of educatiop is to liberate us from the

limitations of our own experience, but we have not yet worked out
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an effective language for discussing educational problems across

the boundaries of national systems. Differences between countries

(and similarities) too) are demonstrated in the national contribu-

tions from the countries participating in the OECD Workshop which

are to be published in a separate volume.

The question that arises is this: are there generally valid

answers which apply across the boundaries) of educational systems

and differing cultures, or must we seek a different set of answers

within each system? Though the answers may be different, they may

follow a common pattern. Inevitably, this pattern tends to be

general and abstract, and conoequently it in difficult to communi-

cate the conclusions to teachers and administrators whose orienta-

tion is highly practical and not theoretical.

One very general form of answer, though fundamental in its

implications, is that a shift of attitude is needed. In the pact

we have tended to regard any change as a disturbance of normality:

on this view change is a transitional stage between one period

of normality and another. Hence we speak of the problem of

change, or the challenge of change, and not of the stimulus) of

change. The new situation io that chance is normality, and our

schools must be given an in-built capacity for constant adjustment.

If this pews too demanding a requirement, there is an analogy

with living organisms. (ducation has frequently used - and

misused - the "organic" metaphor: what is implied here is that

we should be trying to develop the school ao an organic unit). A

machine 'an he programmed to adjust to change, in the way that an

automatic gear-box in a car responds to the contours of the road.

But a biological system is of a different level of complexity and

has its own self-regulating capacity. Tetaphore are misleading.

To speak more directly, the school has been con:Adored for a long

time as a passive element in society, receptive and obedient, but

it must now become a more active partner in its own evolution.

To say this is not just to call for freedom f(q. !he school.

Freedom .12oi ;them - for teachers, pupils, parents, administrators?

Certainly,there is re claim for the school to be free from

responsibility. Indeed, it is an open question whether freedom

is a necessary condition of creativity. Creativity is sometimes
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demonetrated in the response to lack of freedom as in the

imaginative work done by teachers in old school buildings with

the most unpromising pupils. Possibly, if schools were given

more freedom, with no other supporting provision made, the

initial effect would be restrictive rather than creative.

Creativity can be encouraged in a highly structured educational

system as well as in an open system. The provision within the

system is more important than the system itself. Admittedly, in

a structured system it is easier to be non-creative; a more open

system should force the teacher to think for himself - though if

the situation is too insecure it may press him to fall back on

safe, conventional practice. To summarise, therefore, this is not

just a call for freedom, but a call to establish a system of

interrelated provisions which will have a positive impact on tho

problem-solving capacity of the school.

In the past, there was a general consensus on values which

allowed schools to be given a considerable measure of freedom -

though social pressures enoured that this discretion was not fully

exorcised. The consensus is loos certain now, and the pressures

no less strong, tempting schools to inoulate themselves from

controversy. Anxiety about change io not limited only to teachers.

There i3 a fairly widespread uneasiness about the lack of stability

and security in modern oociety. It is true that those who have

most to lose arc out li%ely to oppose change, or to fear it.

Amonr those who carry responsibility there is often a feeling of

uneasiness about the prospect of increasing the autonomy of tho

inotitutions for which they are responsible. It would be

surprising - even irresponsible - if they did not hesitate to

relax their vigilance: there are others ready to move in who have

no scruples about exploiting a situation and manipulating it to

forward their own air,s or those of the pressure groups which they

support. The serson who carries responsibility for the efficient

operation of the school system may feel that,in strengthening

the creativity of the school, he runs the ris% of loping control

altogethe, and of being accused of abdicating his responsibility.

:Iten the setting up of a conoultative machinery may restrict the

power to cope with a situation that seems in danger of running

o.tt of control if one has to discuss everything with everybody
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before anything is done. Levels of decision must be established

clearly, and adhered to. The solution, however, is not to be

found in resisting change, nor is it necessary to go to the other

extreme and surrender to the pressures for change: the solution

must be found in developing the capacity of institutions to deal

with change.

There is further rink in all this which should perhaps be

mentioned - the risk of making too much of a technique of

manipulating human relationships. Unfortunately, it does not

follow that when we fully understand the mechanisms that affect

human relationships we shall all be happy and well adjusted. The

self-conscious scrutiny of relationships is a dangerous activity

which may sometimes destroy the capacity to build relationships.

One of the rewards in teaching - and in administration- is the

personal relationships, which are all the stronger if they operate

at a sub-conscious level. Obviously, a person who has been

trained in the social sciences is better able to understand him-

eelf and others, but he must bo on guard against the conscious and

deliberate manipulation of others. As in Plato's metaphor of the

cave, when we have examined the skills of relationship in the

harsh light of the intellect, we must be prepared to return to

the less certain world of reality. If the principles which we

have established have not become part of an intvitive responac

to change, we may be worse off in try inc to apply a set of rules

in a conccious,mechanical way. The discussion in these pares

will be criticised by some as too abstract, but they are misunder-

stood if they are expected to provide a act of practical rules.

Their purpose is essentially to snow an understanding of the

underlying theoretical problems, so that each person is better

able to make for himself the decisions that arc appropriate in

his particular situation.

?m: MI,' OF OECMC-::i

This point can be extended to explain the objectives of

the 7972 OXD/C::la Wor::shop at which the papers that follow wcre

presented and discussed. ::artier, reference was mac.° to the

national resource centre: its tas:: is to provide professional

support in developing the creativity of the school, but to do this
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without in any way diminishing the freedom of the institutions

which it serves, without affecting their responsibilitylor

limiting their initiative. The function of a national centre

is to help institutions to understand what is involved in the

process of change, and to help them to develop their own tech-

niques for managing this proceost The task of OECD/CERI is

rather similar: it is to give international professional support

but again without diminishing the responsibility or initiative or

creativity of the separate Member states in dealing with the

process of change in their own countries.

People want to be given answers to their questions. A

ready-made answer is seldom adequate, and to offer it may encour-

age a false dependency on other's to find solutions for us. We

have to learn to tolerate the stress of worcing out our own

problems. But there is surely an intermediate position between

withholding help and offering a recipe for action; and in the

context of the creativity of the school the aim of the Workshop

was to try to discover how beet to achieve this intermediate

position.
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III. ADMINISTRATIVE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE SCHOOL

AND OUTSIDE INSTITUTIONS

by

Maurice Kogan,

Professor of Government and Social Administration,

Brunel University, Uxbridge, U.K.

This paper attempts to define sore of the organisational

categories useful in considering (i) the relationships between

the school and its wider institutional framework; (ii) the

important structural relationships in more detail; and (iii) how

the school's freedom to be creative and developmental might be

reconciled with the need to be socially responsible and account-

able. The reader will notice congruence between the many points

made here and some of the descriptions of national systems

communicated to the Workshop, and particularly Egil Bakke's

paper "Financial Instruments and Decentralisation of Decision-

Making Power" (see Technical Report No. 1).

THE ANALYSIS

To analyse the place of the school within its governing

institutions and political environment it is necessary to state:

(a) the objectives of education and, more concretely,

the operational, or prime, or core activities;

(b) the controlling and collating activities (non-

operational activities) necessary to ensure that

objectives are pursued in a coherent and connec-

tive fashion;

(c) the main organisational relationships that link

together the main roles and parts of the educational

system.
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When these categories have boen stated and clarified, it

is possible to put together a :r.odel of how freedom and account-

ability can be reconciled. The English educational system will

be used to illustrate the points raised.

OBJECTIVES AND OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES(1)

It is not necessary to elaborate here tho objectives of

English education at school level. In brief, they can be cate-

gorised as: enabling pupils to achieve individual autonomy and

power through acquisition of skills and knowledge; socialisation;

enhancement of the economic strength of the country; the provision

of elites; the redistribution of wealth; the maintenance of tho

established religion, and so on. Nor is it necessary to discuss

further the conflicts between some of these objectives. It is

more important, for the purpose of the present more restricted

analysis, to establish what are the legitimated and exp.cted

activities of schools which contribute to the pursuit of these

objectives. There are several ways in which these activities or

functions can be stated. The following list i3 a deliberately

factual inventory of at least some of the main operational

activities that a primary or secondary school in England is

concerned to pursues

- provision of teaching and learning processes;

- development of educational processes;

- education of public and of the community;

- training of teachers for the whole system (by providing

practical experience) - this being a higher educational

function rather than a function provided for the school's

own benefit;

- provision of school meals, milk and medical inspection;

(1) "Operational" is the term used for activities directly
related to the purposes for which an institution exists.
They could equally well be called "primary" or "core"
activities or functions.
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- provision of appropriate buildings for educational

purposes (this being one of the characteristics that

differentiates a publicly maintained school from

other forms of education);

- the assessment of pupils (through examinations and

the giving of references, and so on).

These activities vary in importanoo; but all relate to

objectives of the school system. They are here called operational

activities as distinct from non - operational or supporting, or

secondary activities.

NON-OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES

For operational activities to be pursued within adequate

control, collation and programming - for purposes both of account-

ability and of wider development - it is necessary that a schools

system also undertakes non-operational activities. Within most

educational systems we find the following:

(a) Financial work

In essenco this consists of:

(i) the collation of budgets required by the performers

of operational activities (heads of schools, for

example) so that decisions can be made on resource

allocations;

(ii) the control of expenditure once approved. Desirably

this control is in the form of a "staff" instruc-

tion which, in effect, warns a manager that he is

going outside policy;

(iii) the audit of financial affairs. This is however,

improperly regarded as an internal function.

Audit is properly thought of as external to the

organisation which is being audited to ensure that

financial and other transactions are conducted

with propriety.
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(b) Personnel, establishments and organisation. This

set of activities is complex. It includes:

(i) the recruitment, in-service induction, progression,

setting ksf conditions of service and retirement of

staff, educational and otherwise;

(ii) decisions about the allocation of manpower as

between the individual educational institutions

and other parts of the educational service.

(iii) creating and sustaining patterns of organisation.

This group of activities (organisational develop-

ment) is often not sufficiently well defined and

legitimated. It must both control and enhance

the development of a total education system, and

without it in-service training is an empty

activity.

Provision of technical services. This might include

the provision of supplies on the demand of those who

perform operational activities, and the provision of

advice on design of buildings. It might also, however,

include the provision of educational advice (from

advisers and organisers) to those who offer the teaching

and learning processes. This point will be discussed

more fully later.

(d) Programming. This non-operational activity is present

in complen organisations but has only recently been

defined (as corporate planning and under other names).

It tends to be the type of activity allocated to the

deputy head of an organisation and is concerned with

ensuring thV all activities form a logical anJ

coherent pattern, that decisions arc presented to

governing bodies at the right time with the right

degree of sanction from within the organisation;

(c)
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(e) Legal activities. A public educational system has to

conform to the public law of edvscation - somewhat

broadly stated in England but strongly stated else-
where. This activity is, therefore, concerned with

preserving the legal personality of the service and

ensuring that decisions made within it conform to law.

DEVELOPMENT

Development is the examination of present activities with

a view to epocifying changes (possibly as a result of research

and evaluation, or of profoscional perceptions of performance, or
of client demand) thus ensuring that objectives are refreshed and
changed as necessary. It is particularly pertinent that changes in

educational purposes should carry with them changes in organisation
which might be the subject of specified organisational development.

Organisational objectives interact with movements in the organisa-

tion's psychology which in their turn affect structure. This means
that in-service training and other resources intended to carry

through development have to become firmly related to changes in

policies and objectives and require effective institutional linkages
with the man:Icor:ant structure. core generally, development work is

the organisational way in which creativity and adaptation can be

legitimised and, where necessary, specified. In creative and parti-

cipative systems development work might well take the form of

teachers being e:Ipected to evaluate their own teaching in the light

of chrnging knowledge and pupils' needs. Development is not simply
a task for management; it is the one task that requires specifica-

tion, encouragement and implementation throughout all but the most

mechanistic systems. Whether it is an operational activity (that

is, something worthwhile for its own sake) or a non-operational

distension of operational activities in an open question.

Table I (below) shows the operational and non-operational

activities in diagrammatical form. Table III shows how any opera-

tional activity is constrained and collated by a range of non-

operational activities. The interlocking of the two seta of acti-

vities is important for depiction of the role structure as between

executive roles, staff roles, and other roles such as service givers.
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A non-operational activity has no output that is meaningful

except as a decision about the quality, intensity or level of

performance of an operational activity.

TABLE I

Operational and non-operational activities

in an educational system

Non - operational activities,

Financial work

Personnel, Establishments
and Organisation

Provision of Technical
Services

Programming

Legal Activities

Operatimml activities,

Provision of teaching and
learning processes

Development of educational
processes

Education of public and of
the community

Training of teachers for
the whole system

Provision of school meals,
milk and medical inspection OBJECTIVES
Provision of appropriate
buildings for educational
purposes

The assessment of pupils
and preparation of them
for assessment

The relationship between operational and non-operational activities

is important in terms of the authority ox the schools to set

norms for their own behaviour and development. For example, a

school may set its own pattern of learning procedures; but this

pattern is circumscribed by decisions made on finance, staffing

and so on, through non-operational activities performed by the

local authority.
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THE MAIN ACCOUNTABILITY STRUCTURE

Two important questions may now be asked:

(a) through what formal authority relationships are

decisions about the performance of operational

and non-operational activities mediated? What

are the varieties of relationships (for example,

manager-oubordinato, as against free contractual

or collegiate relationships)?;

(b) what is the difference between decisions made at

different levels of a system (i.e. national,

regional or local authority and prime institutions.-

schools)?

To examine the formal authority relationships, we need to

consider how far the educational process affects its management

structures. It can be argued that:

(a) where education io peen to be a strongly instrumental

process relating to a well programmed cyotem, a strict

hierarchical structure, with strong management and

inspection roles, with fairly small discretion at the

school level, follows logically. Society is assumed

to know what it wants, and how to get it, and can

therefore establish machinery for obtaining results.

This asoumption io described anJ implicitly criticiood

in Amaro cia Costa's paper, (paras.4 and 10, Technical

Report No. 1).

(b) where it is assumed that teaching/learning processes

rely on interaction between individual teachers and

pupils within a broad cd!Acational technology and a

wide knowledge framework, otrong management systems

are not so appropriate. There is a premium on

expanding discretion within increasingly wide pre-

scriptive limits.

At the Lisbon conference, it wac qaestioned if educational

systems could contain combinations of these two sett of asoumptiono

and thus produce organisations mixing strong accountability and
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individual freedom. Plainly, some systems do produce such

combinations as when a total school is accountable to the system

which governs it but is collegiate in style, if not totally

collegiate in management structure. (See the following chapter.)

Thus it would appear that assumptions about the technology

of the process determine assumptions about the strength or other-

wise of management controls. The armies of the world are strongly

hierarchical because the technology of war demands that mon move

at precisely the point in time and to precisely the place where

they are instructed to move. The proponents of increased creativity

in the schools argue that educational excellence demands the growth

of personal artistry and profeesional competence in individual

teachers who are trying to induce the same in individual children.

This leads them to argue for wide discretion, or even autonomy.

But if the schools are completely autonomous, public accounta-

bility becomes difficult to obtain.

The different authority relationships, to answer the

question in paragraph (a), are, then, ac follows:

(a) Moot whoa systems have a hierarchical structure in

which there is the equivalent of manager-subordinate

relationships between the providing or governing

authority, the school head, and the assistant teachers

in the school. In many countries, this hierarchical

relationship also extende between the central govern-

ment and the local authority. In England the relation-

ship between the central authority and the local educa-

tion authority is not that of a manager to a subordinate

body but, in effect, something half-way between this

and free contractual. The central government exercises

strong authority through its right to determine the

general level of local authority income and through

other key controls. But it doc:, not exercise the

authority of the manager in prescribing levels of

performances in the prime institutions.
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(b) The universities provide an example of free contractual

relationships. In many countries independent universities

receive moot of their funds from grants made by the

government and are free, within the most general of

understandings, to provide courses in their own ways.

The prescriptions from the centre are, in effect,

understandings that a university will provide a certain

number of places within agreed subject categories at an

appropriate level. But, in practice, once the grant is

given, universities are free to interpret the agreement

in their own way and can only be controlled retrospec-

tively - that is, when a renewal of the contractual

relationships is considered.

(c) ;t the institutional level there is a choice between

a management hierarchical structure (in which the head

is the manager of teachers) or a collegiate structure,

as in Oxford, Cambridge or hospital consultant

organisations in England, where individuals aro, in

effect, on a freehold to give education according to

their professional lights without prescription by a

manager.

In Table II, the example of Taigland and Wales is taken,

partly because these are the countries the author knows best, but

also because it is the most complex and difficult to define(1).

The table attempts to show how interventions are made at the

different levels by the DES, local education authorities, schools

and individual teachers. By examining the difference in the

decisions made on any single activity it is possible to begin to

analyse the prescriptions created by the organisation and the

discretion permitted at each level in the performance of activities.

Take, for examI le, the operational activity, provision of buildings.

school may decide that it cannot develop its teaching and learning

processes adequately without a radical alteration in its physical

arrangements. It makes a decision to request a new school building,

(1) 1,ary of the same points are sensitively explored by Hoyle in
Technical iZeport No. I.
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or an alteration to buildings, for that purpooe. It is within the

discrimination of that wheel to make such a request; but it is

immediately subject to a large number of decisions made by the local

authority. It must decide not on:.y its priorities as between the

Ivelopment of one school and, let us say, tho replacement of an

obsolete school bUilding elsewhere, but must also consider the

proposal in terms of the educational philosopir it is prepared to

sponsor (should it encourage an open plan school with a parental

meeting room, or does it prefer a more traditional pattern? What

is likely to be the elected local education committee's view on

philosophies such as these expressed in bricks and mortar?). The

school will remain free to continue open plan teaching without a

navy building, but prescriptions immediately come in as coon as

resource demands are changed. Ultimately, the central government

may determine the issue if a major building project is required.

There may be national decisions requiring the building of new

schools for additional populations or the replacement of badly

obsolete buildings before .1ilding io allowed for educational

development. This example can be further clarified by tracing

"Building" across the "decision" columno in Table II. In practice,

of couroe, many decisions are not made in terns of e;:plicit author-

ity relationships but as the result of negotiation between parents,

and schools, teachers and heads, heads and the local authority, the

local authority and central government. Residually, there arc

authority relationships but these might only be invoked ao a loot

resort.

Figure 1 shown in diacrammatic form the main accountability

and authority structure through which the 2nglioh system works,

PUTTING THE IX= TOGETILM

In the preceding paragraphs I have specified some of the

main components of analysis of those activities that are directly

concerned with the pursuit of objectives (operational) and those

activities concerned with their control and collation (non-

operational). I have also pointed out that ultimately the whole

educational system with its complex pattern of controls exists

tl enable the schools and other educational institutions to get on
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7ADLE II

peolsion..triking_relationahips in the Bnglioh oducittonnt System

TAUS OOVE211111=DCCISION C
LOCAL UTHORITY

DeCIASIONS ntniTuvou =mous

1. Decisions on structure
of education . age of
entry, age of compuloory
retention.

.

1. DI1,.(t)propooeo leen add
controls major resources
through building, pro..
grammes, etc.

1. Able to vary age of
transfer between primary
and secondary, lower and
upper s000ndary and
further education inntir
tetiOne (1903 dot).

Ia. No diaeretiOn on
overall structure.
b. Disoretion on indivi..
dual allocations, e.g.
vertioal and Other
groupings.

2. DoeleiOne on finaneo
of education.

........

2. DRS nogntiaten
elementa of rate support
grants throigh Dopartment
of Briviroiment. (Soma
Se of boil Oovernmont
finanse in 1%5).

--ft.

2. LEA(2) decide prow.
tion of income (grants,
enteo, eto.) to dovote
to oduoation generally.
And decide all individr
tea projects and rotes
of capitation fundo for
books and equipment.

2. Decide how to spend
capitation funds for
books and equipment.

3. Building 3. DEC docidoo, within
Tronnury conotn%into,
total amount of ajo and
minor building prjecto.
X:::: docilos lioto of
major projocto on DA010
of LEA proponalo. Lie°
not propose projects.

1. LEA dec .a which
major projocto to
propose and which minor
projocto to build.

r.
3. Deice: decides which
projects to bid for or
point out needs.

A. Toaching and
learning proeonoeo.

dri. !!tytotory controls
over 1neth and number
of cieEpol diem
b. .!ti tutory controls
over men of worship
and K.
c. "'central, tarot&
eehooln council, of
patterns of necondary
school examinations.
9itto through joint
committee:ea and other
FE examining bodies.
4. Advice of im:n
(con:rol in weweninr).

In Aecidoo style :,i
04ention ther';,:n
oppotnimeaio of heads.
b. .'.dvinory norviceo,
c. In- service trninii4.
d. .veideo overall
oreanisattonnl patterns
through choice of
°election And opcondary
school oxaminationo.
e. local inoPectoro My
rake quality judgement.]
offoctine, for osamplo,
teachers' promotions
on4 flow of resources,

4. ?roe to sot internal
orgooination, choicp of
reinjects taught, style
of eluention - normal
P dgninat informa.,
and so on.

S. Provision of
teacher°.

tie. oontrol of total
numbers reaching and
lonvinr colleren.
b. Party to salary and
conditions of service
negotiations.
c. One:viten "voluntary"
quota eyotom.
I. Hsu no part in
teacher employeent or
in appointmontn.

5a. :Iottlen establish..
cents for each inoti-
tution.
b. ontrelo appoint-
manta of heads and
doputien.
c. .!rte promotion
system.
d, :n-service whim-
tion.

p.

t. Cometimeo holy decide
recruitment.
D. Allocate° teachers'
dutioo.
c. Gives special renpon
sib lity allowances
(formally recommended
to IW.
d. een participate in
the reward system through
references and no on.

..........

Q. Development of
system.

ul. Fotabliohment of
oinectiveo (but not
explicit).
b. Dociaiono on length
of school and irmtnine
life.
e. :locleiono on, for
example, doges of
orile-tivity throughout
the System.

.:. !*Wtr. . IticiolOno on
rener.1 response of
el:cation perviee in
area to the needs, by
erovidine institutional
fre "works, aetiolo of
it vine service
t! h in- service
t ni .g, nature of
relutionehips with
connunity and other
services and parents.

.. Neeponnible for
deciding many of the
objectiven of the inoti-
tution - through deciotone
on formality or informnl-
sty, relationship° with
pupils, relationship° with
community and relation-
ships with parents.
Evaluatien of individual
pupils.

(1) Dopartment of Education and 3Ciatl00.

(:, Local Education Authortty.
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Figure 1

THE MAIN RELATIONSHIPS (ENGLAND)
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with their work. So all levels of educational orpanisetion are

involved in activities common to the whole system (the use of a

classroom in any school is drawing on resources made available

nationally); but the contribution at each level must be,

differentiated in terms of the decision made at that level.

This differentiation is necessary if we are able to state

both the freedom and eccount.11ity of the school. In Tahi III

we show how the school's operational activities, the tasks that it

must perform, can expand or contract according to the strenpth of

the prescrintive limits. These might be exPreused in terms of the

operational activity itself - as when a national ministry orders

the school to teach the use of the full stop by the time the

pupils are nine years old - but they are more likely to be exnressed

in terms of non-operational activities as the orranisation becomes

more complex and as the controls are exercised some levels away

from the school itself. For example, a national decision on

teachers' salaries might affect the recruitment of teachers and

hence the ability of the schools to provide teaching. and learning.

It is thus one of the limits within which an individual school

must work.

The assumption here is that schools are not autonomous. This

point is brought out clearly in G. Noel's discussion or the French

situation in Technical Renort No.1, paras. 1-9. he schools have

freedom and discretion but this is exercised within prescrintive

limits. And these limits themselves embody normative assumptions

which are in effect stating that, f,r example, society will spend X

on education and Y on health and will tolerate a certain amount of

organisational freedom for schools, blIc no more. The way and style

in which that discretion is exercified is, of course, the most power-

ful determinant in whether the schools are rood ard whether profes-

sional assumptions and personal values in the role holders are being

exercised.

Table III takes up this point in more det:111 for the English

system. The Rnglish school can be ccnsidered as the prime

educational institution because it has wide discretion over the

content and orranisation lf teaching and learning which is the main

purpose of the system. It this discretion within broad
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TABLE III

The impact of orescriEtive limits

on school activities

1. Finance

2. Taw

3. External
Examination
and other
Curriculum
Constraints

4. Personnel
and
Orpanisation

Other
Resources

=90

011.1

Tasks (Activitieo) of a School

Exercise discretion in:

1. Teaching-learning processes

2. Development of curriculum

3. Assessment of need of
community served

4. Contributions to practical
training of teachers

-And so on.
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prescriptive limits. It is here suggested that degrees of dis-

cretion employed in that operational activity are a key variable

in determining the creativity of the school. That discretion, and

the creativity that goes with it, are not always easily created.

In discussion, for example, some delegates questioned whether the

schools had the capacity and the strength of will to carry so many

of the decisions that a higher degree of freedom entailed. This

point is also explored in G. Noel's contribution to Technical

Report No.1, para. 34.

There is, furthermore, a general characteristic of multi-

level organisations which is important here. At the level of

the prime institution - the school - controls are exercised

through instructions (if the school is hierarchical), or collec-

tive agreements (in such collegiate structures as Oxford and

Cambridge or consultant organisations in British hospitals) which

are, in effect, decisions about operational activities. ("Mr. X,

would you please take the second year class in mathematics?").

But as organisation pets more complex - requiring control of, for

example, thirty thousand English and Welsh schools - the decisions

at the centre are more likely to be of a non-operational form.

(The schools will assume a per caput expenditure of no more than

EX thousand per year per pupil). The activity is thus controlled

at one remove by financial, legal, or other non-operational

stipulations which have, however, outcomes only in terms of opera-

tional activities. So, a central government department, be it

ever so liberal, is determining the levels of activities in the

teaching/learning processes; but, in the most decentralised systems

such involvement might be in terms of the resources (e.g. numbers of

teachers, auality of school buildings, or regulations about curri-

culum) within which the discretion of the institution is exercised.

SORE IMPORTANT DETAILED STRUCTURAL T33UE3

FINANCIAL AND OTHER RESOURCE COIITROL3

It would be hazardous to generalise about financial and other

resource controls for all of the national systems of education. In

this paper, the English system is referred to because, again, of its

well-known intention to allow the schools to be free while preserving

key national controls.
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(a) Central government uses a variety of devices to

establioh prescriptive limits within which local

education authorities may spend money. First, it

determines a general grant for all local authority

services which powerfully affects their quality

without, however, specifying how this money should

be apportioned between them. "Specific grants", by

contrast, generally give central government a.eloser

control over the purposes for which the money has

been allocated. Thirdly, central government also

states broad legal limits within which local autho-

rities may raise thoir own money on a property tax

Icnown as the rates.

(b) Tho control over physical resources (buildings and

so on) has several features. First, the total amount

that an authority may spend each year, and on what

major projects, is decided centrally on national

criteria by the Department of Education and Science.

(Attempts to modify these controls aro being made at

the present time). There are also national limits on

minor works. As far as quality and design of buildings

are concerned, however, the national system, in one of

the most successful pieces of state intervention,

follows the doctrine of the "ceiling and the floor".

I.:aximum cost limits are prescribed. lanimum building

standards and space stndards are prescribed. But

between these two limits local education authorities

are free to design the beat buildings they can, but

with sophisticated and welcome advice from excellent

development teams within the Department. This is the

classic example of a central system encouraging the use

of discretion within necessary statutory limits.

(c) 4:s far as manpower controls are concerned, the local

education authorities employ their own teachers, but

within nationally agreed salary scales (which the

government must approve), and within teacher quotas

deterr. :led centrally by the D.E.S. after a "voluntary"

abnegation of freedom by local authorities when

teacher distribution was becoming a major problem.
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EXTERNAL PRESCRIPTIONS OVER CURRICULUM

The English syE4em prides itself on allowing schools to

be creative by virtue of freedom to develop their own curriculum

and internal organisation. This is a true judgement but pre

scriptive limits exist as follows:

(a) Such questions as the overall structure of the

system - ages of entry and leaving, or transfer

between different stages, length of school day,

length of school year, and so on are determined

by law.

(b) The secondary school examination system is laid down

nationally on behalf of the Department of Education

and Science by the Schools Council. But major issues

of examination policy - the age of admission and type

of subject structure that should be allowed, for

example, are decided by the central government.

(c) At the local level, there is a variable level of

prescription by inspectors and advisers wno may affect

the school's discretion to use certain texts and mate-

rials by making some more easily available than others.

(d) The extent to which teachers within a school are free

is also indeterminate. In the liberal English system,

headmasters and head teachers often maintain that they

are "advisers" or "leaders" of their "colleagues". But

there is strong evidence that the head of the institu-

tion is the strongest authority figure within it. He

cr she allocates duties to teachers, holds such sanctions

as -.-ecommendations on special responsibility allowances

or promotions within the school, writes references, and

so on. Attempts to make schools more collegiate - through

the creation of academic boards - are rare. And the

appointment of head teachers is also an unclear area.

For example, there is, perhaps, a case for establishing

a system of external assessors - as with senior univer-

sity appointments - which might make. choices more

independent of the local authority.
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INSPECTORS ADVISERS AND ORGANISERS

There is strong ambiguity (observed in several Membc

states) in the role of inspectors, organisers and advisers.

See, for example, Portugal as described by A. Nmaro da Costa,

raras. 17 -24 in Technical Renort No.1. And there are differences

in roles as between national and local authority or regional

inspectors.

Central government inspectors have different functions:

(n) Insnentine for purposes of management and accounta-

bility :systems, to include the assessment of per-

formance by subordinate bodies. (Thin is intensively

so in, for example, France and Turkey; less so where

an intermediate level of institution has n higher

decree of Jatonomy - for examrle, English and Welsh

local education authorities.)

(b) Involvement in administration and standard setting

for school examination systems (Prance, Sweden,

Turkey and most other countries.)

(c) Cnrryine out of research and develonmenl for the

whole system. But what degree of nrescrintion

does the deve.:onment have''

(d) Advising the decision-makers in the central ministry.

Givinp advice is eivin a service that can be rejected;

but such advice becomes something different when

viewed from the noint of view of, say, a further educa-

tion collepe, when the advice given to it is also given

to the local Authority's central minIstry And may then

n:fect its rrescriptions as managinp authority in terms

or resources, courses to be approved, teaching staff

to he allocated, an.i so on.

(e) Aivisinp the schools - rroressional service that may

-cc.epted or not:
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INSPECTORS (LOCAL LEVEL)

The functions listed above are to be found, with different

degrees of intensity, at the national level. While local inspec-

tors also have multiple roles, they do not have to advise manage-

ment systems at two levels as do central government inspectors.

But they, far more than national inspectors, may be involved (at

least in England and Wales) w.,,th decisions on resources, with

auality judgments on the schools and their teachers (e.g. whether

a new teacher should pass probation, or the short listing for a

headship) which might make it difficult for them to be advisers

to the schools at the same time. This is a problem because the

same body of expertise - an ability to relate sympathetically to

schools while remaining a bit distant from them - is needed for

both functions. Such roles demand high quality manpower and it

would be difficult for any system to afford a double group of

inspectors and advisers. Nevertheless, there have been attempts

to distinguish clearly between them. For example, in some English

local authorities, roles for "advisers" and "peripatetic teachers"

have been created in the expectation that they will help schools

who seek their services but that they will not advise management

on the nuality of the schools they are helping.

So far I have described some of theeaements of the formal

authority system - the legitimated and legally sanctioned system

enabling work to be done and resources to be spent. This formal

authority system is interlocked with the power system through which

political, psychological and other pressures are annlied to the

formal decision-making process. Public opinion may exercise its

influence through information media (see G. Noel, naras. 40-41 in

Technical Report No.1) or through institutional arrangements which

do not simply take information flows for granted. In England, for

example, there are pressure groups such as the Confederation for

the Advancement for State Education, and the Society of Teachers

Opposed to Physical Punishment, while the local authority and

teacher associations have recognised power to negotiate with

government on major policy issues. And there are too (particularly as

the participatory movement gets underway) several institutions

that hover uneasily between power and authority. Of these, the
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governinc bodied of schools aro the most obvious example; but

ambiguities arise also in the parents' associations and the

teachers' associations and the question may well be asked to

whom they will be accountable.

povEmin PARIZTS AND TEACHER::

Govornin- bodies may be:

(a) Part of the management-accountability system. In

this case they have authority over hoods of schools

althourli, in practice, the decisions they may take

arc severely circumscribed by the local authorities

and their control over schools is generally reckoned

to be wea;:.

Alternatively they may be:

(b) Consumer councils representing the clientale. If

they are, they cannot also be part of the management-

accountability system. They can easily become social-

ised by the system they are supposed to criticise on

behalf of the clientble; or

(c) Part of an external review and criticism system.

This is not consistent either with a manarement role

or with the role of ropresentinr the clientble.

With parents' associations ;here are distinctions betwoen:

(a) Parental participation - as vol!elteers, observers,

frequent visitors to and oupporters of the school.

(b) Control of school by parents - az through the

membership of the roverning bodies.

With teachers' accocintions two points in particular

should be noted:

(a) they arc becominr Icritinzitel pressure

roups. cy are involved in calary nerotiationn

and membership of advisory bodiec, somtimec by

statutory rirht.
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(b) They are part of the general professional and

pressure group system which is now bringing weight

to boar on local and national decision ma4ing.

The examples of governing bodies, parents' and teachers'

relationships and teachers' associations point to serious con-

fusions that arc bcrinninr to arise as attempts are made to open

the school systems to client participation. Juch confusions

may be unavoidable, if only because one ought not to multiply

the number of external bodies to which a school must relate.

But the overlapping and confusions between participation, con-

trol, review and criticism (sometimes to be seen in OBC:--

opaasored papers) should at least bo recognised even if they

caanot be avoided.

CONCLUSIOn

It is now possible to offer the following general

conclusions.

(a) Schools are not artonomous but can be free. such

freedom in beet speciiied in terms of precisely what

the schools arc socially and legally sanctioned to

do and what is expected of them (their activities

or tasim).

(b) ?or the freedom and :lueretion cf the schools to

be otnte(1 adenuatc1::, the prescription:: around them

=ut %:.c() be statei.

(c) ":he concept of the nr1r. ::it ht unef*.illy

be developed. nriofly, we have been Jeueribinr

oyotems in which ti.c processec are

carried out by roups of professionals within a

r...amusement structure. In theory the wliole of the

nystem i2 the instit.:tion provi'ec

::ithin the tot :.1 (incluAinr govern-

ment dopPrtmeat, 1oc:L1 ochool) there

are prime inu;itutionc whoue a:Ality to offer

alcvaLe cerviecu to 7:pile an: to create and develop
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new forms of education, the functioning of tho whole

service ought to depend. The few models that we have

of educational creativity - as in English primary

schools - have depended on the creation of such prime

institutions. It is by describing their diseretion

and the prescriptive limits within which they work,

that we might get some sense of how educational

governance is able to reconcile creativity and

accountability. This concept of the prime institution

is needed even more seriously in other welfare state

institutions such as social and welfare organisations.

It minht well be applied to the area team in social

services department, for example.

(d) The creativity of the schools has to be reconciled, in

any complex society, with the demands of the whole

society which may, at any one time, wish to emphasize

aspects of social or economic growth that might be

antithetical to educational professional assumptions.

If this is so, the assumptions should again be made

explicit as objectives governing the whole system.

Indeed, the central theme of this paper - the reconcil-

iation of freedom and autonomy - itself is a statement

of values. It may well be that accountability, itself

democratic value In.'. not often recognised as such,

is too often more powerful than freedom.

(e) :he place of developmenL in public organisation systems

:.loo needs to be dcfined. Development is the assess-

ment of needs of the Cicntble with a view to re-

articulating orcanicational obectives and activities.

It should not be conf..-.ced with planninc,which is the

establishment of systems by which processes can be

bc.ter related to objectives. .:or;: needs to be done

on ways in which the devc:lopmental impulses of the

schools - in Britain there are thirty thousand poten-

tial centres for exneriment and development - can be

bro:!::ht tocether in a total developmental system in

which inspectors, advisors and resource manacers are

able to ta::e up the woe.: of the schools for purposes

of I:moralisation anl replication.
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(f) The place of parents, pressure groups, professional

associations and so on in the educational system is

uncertain and needs to be developed. But these roles

are best not developed in terms of grandiose and

vague statements about participation. Distinctions

need to be sustained between participation and control,

authority and power, management and the criticism and

review of management. At present liberal intentions

in Britain are confuoing these categories.

(g) Follow up. A number of matter:: that call for follow

up emerge from thin review. Of therm the moro

important are:

(i) There io need for a more systematic statement of

the range of decioion-making systems showing to

whom the different levels of educational service

are accountable.

(ii) In particular, accountability vithin the educa-

tional field proper could be otudied, for example

through the wayo in which examination oyetome

prescribe the content of curriculum.

(iii) The paragraphs in this paper concerned with

development could be carried further into a

discussion of accountability for creativity. Is

this a contradiction in termo or is it p000ible

to expect oystemo to shelter, foster and encourage

innovation?

(iv) The way in which authority is exercised is affected

by many variables. One of them is the incentive to

be creative. Cash differentials, status, the free-

dom given to the prime institutions, might all be

examined in this context.

(v) International comparinons of the range of rolen

:surrounding the two typez of the inspector and

the advisor would yield uneful perceptions on the

discretion and accountability of the school.
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IV. ORGANISATION AND RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE SCHOOL

by

Tim McMullen, Centre for Educational Research and
Innovation, and lately Warden of Countesthorpe College,
Leicestershire

This paper,despite its designation, is not a definitive

statement. The problem it discusses hPs been little studied;

parallel studies from industry and administration have some

relevance but this is limited by the particular nature of the

school and the processes it undertakes. The author has spent

much of his career in the internal administration of schools

working with a wide range of differfng organisations and has

also been concerned with attempts from outside the school to

modify the behaviour of administration within. This paper then

is written from the point of view of the practice of education.

It will attempt to clarify the problem, to discover what questions

to ask, and to suggest tentative hypotheses for further discussion

and investigation.

A central concern will -be the relationship between changes

that are introduced from outside the school to those generated

within it. We are not concerned either with an overall imposition

from without or a spcntaneous invention from within but with a

complex interaction between external and internal forces. The

school will be truly creative when it can both generate its own

innovations and adapt those originating from outside; _ts

internal organisation must be receptive to outside stimuli as

well as protective against undue interference. The energy that

can be released from real involvement in making decisions must be

supplemented by the energy that can be induced by powerful innova-

tive stimuli from without. Above all it is not a dichotomy that

we are concerned with - participation against manipulation - but

a compromise between them.

DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

The problem,for this paper, is to clarify the relationship

of the internal organization and relationships in the school to its

capacity to adopt or reject, adapt and generate change. This
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partial approach must be seen in the perspective of the whole; 4t

is clear that the internal conditions in a school that enable it

to change are closely related to the factors external to it - the

administrative framework, tha professional supporting structure(1),

and the complex pressures from the social environment. Above all,

the motivation, hopes, and reactions of teachers are much influenced

by formal and informal external pressures. Whatever the immediate

impact, changing the internal conditions of the s,:hool alone will

prove insufficient.

The term 'participation' is currently used to cover two

processes: participation in the taking of decisions in which the

participant has real power; and participation in influencing

decisions in which the participant is consulted. In this paper

the first meaning - participation as power to take decisions will

be used throughout; for the second process the term 'consultation'

will be employed.

Nature of the factors involved

We are concerned primarily with t.te different types of

change, thr different methods by which they can be introduced, and

the elationzhips of these to differing internal organisations and

relationships. Other variables Are involved which we cannot treat

exhaus'Avely in h peppr of this length, but they should neverthe-

less he kept in mind. Firstly, the size of the school (which

could vary between 200 snu 4,O(0 students in the secondary sector)

profoundly affects organisation, relntiorships and, most particularly

comzunications - the possibility of staff interreection decreases

geometrically with the size of the staff! This paper relates more

to the moderate or large school with perhaps 30-1.c, professional

staff.

:secondly, the quality, homogeneity of qualifications, and

age-distribution of professional staff, together with their promotion

prospects, pay structure and tt.eir mobility between schools, will

7nry and will influence particularly the personal relationships

within the school. Finally, the econor.in and social background of

upil:i will through their hopes an-1 exr,ectatiom, affect the

internal relationships of Liit ;;010(,2.

(.1) jPr2 :%)110Winr Chrintvr:"irorPoinl ..UppOrt to the :;chool".
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Types of innovation

What must be considered carefully are the different degrees

of innovation as they affect the teacher: one type of organisation

might encourage one category of change yet be hostile to a second.

Three main classes can be identified. First, marginal, changes

which do not alter the teacher's role nor greatly change his

practices ss those innovations which add to his repertoire rather

than alter it, e.g. the addition of an audiovisual technique.

Secondly, an incremental change defined as that which, while not

altering his role, changes the teacher's practice and results at

least temporarily in increased work: a substantial alteration in

subject content or the adoption to an oral approach in a foreign

language would fall in this group. Pinally,fundamental change

which transforms both the teacher's role and his practice, e.g.

the introduction of nonstreaming together with individualised

learning. In this paper, we are Lostly concerned with the last

two categories.

A second dimension necessary to consider is whether a change

is binding on the whole professional staff of the school or a

section of it the maths department, for instance or whether

it is voluntary for the individual or a selfselected group.

Methods of effecting change

Why should a school or its staff change? Teachers surely

are like the rest of humanity. They prefer certainty to uncertainty,

security to insecurity. Once they have learnt to perform a task

adequately they have a resistance some would say a neurological

resistance to learning a new method. Unless the process is

rewarding in some way, they do not relish either the extra work

involved in relearning, or the threat of an unknown situation;

this is not to forget that small section to whom change is a

challenge always to be eeceptea. Also, the nature of the profession,

itself secure rather then adventurous, attracts a cautious personality;

certainly most teachers are recruited from a basically conservative

socio economic class. Above all, their tradition has been that of
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transmitting n culture not transcending it, a conservative role.

Finally, their professional relationshps, particularly with

adolescents, are personally threatening; authority is vital,

it t:itlin conations: 3hange these and

the teachers' nightmare, the classroom riot, may occur. In

addition, immured as teachers are in their classroom, their lack

of visibility, except to their students, makes them particularly

ab.e to resist external pressure to change.

All this adds up to a basic tenet of this paper: that

teachers in general will not change fundamentally of their own

free will, even though there is a small proportion who will.

To rely on the spread of innovation by this small percentage

of change-motivated teachers is not a viable strategy for large-

scale change. This leaves inducement or coercion as possible

methods; it does not, however, imply that a fundamental change

ro introduced is not greatly facilitated by methods of persua-

sion, by harnessing the energies of the self-motivated teacher,

and by cr'Iting appropriate social relationships within the

school.

It is not assumed that inducement and coercion are only

possible from outside the institution: the head or the

hierarchy, and increasingly students, can bring the same

pressures.

It is worth considering briefly the two outstanding

methods. Firstly, inducemen'; can be direct or indirect,

subtle or obvious. It can take the form - as I believe it

did in the spread of new methods of primary education in

Oxfordshire - of the awareness thit 11 promotions depend on

the adoption of the new ideas, or as in Sweden in a direct

bargain with the teachers' unions to decrease the ratio

of students to staff. It can also include the inducement



that the innovation will result in greater student satisfaction

and that this means greater teacher satisfaction; though I doubt

if this will result in fundamental change, but might in

incremental. Coercion is unpopular - illiberal - yet in fact

is both widely used and is much more effective than most of

us like to admit. An examination of some of the shot-gun

marriages of grammar and modern schools in England would show

that considerable teacher resistance before the event was

followed, after a short period of discomfort, by the staff

adapting to the new situation. Certainly coercion needs

preparing well; certainly it will be more effective if

combined with inducement and persuasion, but it remains probably

the most effective agent of large-scale change in the armoury of

educational administration. However, the reaction within the

school to coercion can either be active and creative or passive

and negative.

All this refers to a fundamental change in the role of a

teacher. An incremental change, affecting as it does his

practice rather than his role, is a different matter. Both as

a human being and as a professional, a teacher wishes to perform

his task effectively, one of his main satisfactions being the

feed-back he gets from satisfied students. When confronted with

a problem, by the awareness that he is not succeeding as well as

he likes, he is stimulated to chance his practice. What becomes

important, therefore, is to develop internal conditions within

a school in which problems are easily identified and

discussed. Such conditions are related on the one hand to

the degree of involvement of the teacher in his task (which

is in turn linked to the degree to which he participates

or is consulted in determining what that task should be)

and on the other hand to good communications and open

professional relationships.
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Thus, while fundamental change will only arise from coercion

and inducement from outside the school, incremental change will

depend on the nature of the internal organisation and relationships

in it. It will be influenced also by the persuasiveness of, and

positive stimulation from professional support bodies and from

'interventions' in the school itself('). Hence, we have to allow

for creative adeptation of fundamental change imposed from without

and for the generation of incremental change within: a combination

of a recognition of problems within the school, of open professional

relationships, and of a sensitivity to stimuli from outside. It

is in the light of this that we will examine possible internal

organisations and relationships.

Finally, as in all organisations, innovation has to compete

with the existing task which fully involves the efforts of the

staff; this is particularly true in a school because of the

nervous tension engendered by the teaching process. Normally

both the time and energies of the teacher and the finance and

physical resources of the school are fully engaged. The likely

willingness to divert a part of all resources to a permanent or

ad hoc suborganisation aimed at effecting change is a critical

factor in internal organisation, particularly as we are not here

contemplating a revolution followed by renewed stagnation but a

continuous evolution. It is not possible in the scope of this

paper to examine the exact nature of such a suborganisation and

the resources it should command.

THE NATURE OF INTERNAL ORGANISATIONS

By internal organisations we mean the distribution of

power to make decisions of varying kinds, to enforce or support

such decisions, and the process of communication involved; the

whole results in the definition of the role of individuals or

groups, within the school. Something i. to be learnt by studying

(1) See the following chapter: "Professional Support to the School".
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parallel orgamisaldons in industry, particularly througL the work

of Burns and Stalker, and March and Simon. However, certain

essential differences in the "work- task" between a school and the

rest make analogy dangerous; the difficulty in defining objectives

in education and thus of measuring outcomes makes a "management

by objectives" approach especially problematic. The complex

human interreaction between the teacher and student on the

"shopfloor" has no parallel in industry - notably the essential

privacy in which the teacher operates. A point less often noticed

but of increasing importance is that the nature of the organisation

must be thought of itself as a learning situation for the student:

they will not learn "participatory" attitudes from an autocratic

organisation.

Criteria for differentiation of internal organisations

One can isolate three main types of decision that have to

be taken in a school: the salient feature of an organisation is

how it achieves these. One is the everyday decision which forms

part of the normal routine; such a decision is taken according

to known rules - whether written or understood from tradition.

Secondly, "exceptional' decisions will be needed for situations

not covere%! by routine, frequent when concerned with students who

are varied human beings; these, however, are not decisions

resulting in precedents for a new routine. Finally, there are

policy decisions which result in a new routine being established.

In most organisations it is laid down who takes what level both

of routine decisions and of the "exceptions" to them; much less

clarity exists as to who takes policy decisions and by what process.

Closely linked to "who takes what decision" is who enforces

and/or supports the decisions once taken. For instance, in a

foreign language department the head of department may have the

power to make routine decisions such as "at what level of marks

students may enter for an external examination"; he may also be

delegated the power to deal with exceptional cases e.g. "students

whose level is clearly too low but who have been ill". However, the

policy decision "to offev Spanish instead of French to less able

students" may be reserved or higher authority; but, once it is

taken, the head of department will have the role of enforcing and
supporting the decision.
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A second major factor is the nature of the communication

system and the kinds of information that flow along it. For

convertence the term 'vertical" is used for movement up or down

between head, hierarchy and assistant staff, and 'lateral* for

movement between assistant staff. A third factor is how clearly

various levels of the staff perceive the aims and objectives of

the whole institution. A fourth is where the staff perceives

the seat of the authority that underpins the whole organisation.

Of lesser importance, but still significant, is the way in which

promotions are made or influenced within the organisation.

Possible classification of organisations and

their relationship to variables of types and

methods of change

One can identify many types of internal organisation on a

line from the completely autocratic to te entirely participatory.

However, by taking five points on this line one can perhaps make

clear the relationship between crganisation and change. It must

be remembered in a7.1 that follows that these are generalisations

and that they are not discrete types.

It is important here that the distinction made earlier

between participation and conuultation be borne in mind. More

stress has been put on the participatory and collegiate forms than

would be warranted by the comparative rarity of both. However,

this has been the direction in which many systems have been moving;

considerable pressure ha: been exercised both by students for an

increase in participation and professional unions for an increase

in collegiate control.

The term 'Principal' will be used for the head of a school

and 'Head of department' for any staff in charge either of a

section of academic work cr of social organisation.

(0 Autocratic cr,-Inination

In this, only routine decisions are delegated and even

these are closely :,:pnrvised the Principal; exceptions

to routine and policy are reserved to him, and decisions
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are taken without consultation. Communications are mainly

vertical, consisting of a flow of orders downwards and

routine information upwards; thus knowledge is concentrated

in the Principal's mind. Aims and objectives, with the

exception of those that are clearly demonstrated by the

Principal's actions, are little understood by staff. They

perceive the authority for the system stemming in part from

tradition, in part from the charisma of the Principal

himself.

On the surface this may appear an unlikely system to

promote fundamental change particularly as the qualities

that go to being made Principal in an autocratic system

are strength of personality combined with reasonable

conformity rather than ability to innovate. However, where

such a system is still acceptable to students and staff,

it may well be particularly open to inducement and coercion

from without acting on the Principal; the habit of acceptance

of his decision may well then carry the innovation through.

For the same reason it is comparatively easy for the

Principal to reallocate human and financial resources. It

is at least a tenable hypothesis that fundamental or

incremental change originating outside the school may be

easily effected, although the acceptance may be passive

rather than creative.

Incremental change, influenced from without but

generated within, is improbable, as staff are not encouraged

either to identify problems or ti solve them themselves;

influence from outside tends to be mainly on the Principal

and interventions are not welcome.

(ii) Bureaucratic Organisation

Here the routine and 'exceptional' decisionmaking

powers have been clearly delegated to a hierarchy working

in a strorgly departmentalized system, this delegation

being designated by rules or by tradition. Thcmgh renidual

power lies with the Principal he cannot easily disrupt the
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system. No machinery exists for taking policy decisions

which, owing to the competing interests of the departments,

are hard to achieve. Because of departmental rivalry, it

will be particularly difficult to bring about any necessary

reallocation of resources. Communication is vertical but

information tends to be retained at the departmental head

level rather than passed up to the Principal or down to

the assistant staff. The overall aims of the institution

have been fragmented into departmental objectives. The

authority for the system is seen as traditional and inherent

in the organisation itself. Promotion takes conformist lines

and is much influenced by the heads of departments.

Though such a system can be effective, it is clearly

inimical to change other than perhaps of a marginal type.

Because of the rigidity of the structure and the importance

of the "rules", it is unlikely to generate it from within,

and a powerful combination of coercion and inducement would
be required to influence it from the outside. Even if this

were successful, the organisation would tend to fa31 back

afterwards into a new bureaucracy hostileto further growth.

(iii) Consultative Organisation

While real power resides with the Principal and

secondarily to a hierarchy designated by him, "exceptional"

and policy decisions are taken by a process of consultation

which may involve committees of senior staff, perhaps with

representation from junior staff and students, or which may
attempt to consult the whole body of participants.

particularly, major policy decisions are taken only after
maximum consultation. This is not a process of vote-taking;

the final decision lies with the hierarchy and Principal,
but nevertheless decisions are strongly influenced by
participants. With this goes considerable delegation to

"lower" echelons of staff to take "exceptional° decisions
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and initiate minor policy changes at the classroom level.

Departments are wider and often interdisciplinary in the

area they cover; ad he groupings are possible. Communi-

cation is two-way vertically, information passing both

ways; lateral communication is encouraged by the process

of consultation.

Understanding of the aims and objectives of the school

can become widely diffused among senior, but possibly less

widely among junior, staff. Consultation will also take

place with heads of departmental areas over promotion of

staff. Though authority for the system is seen to derive

finally from the Principal, it is felt to come also from

either the total staff or more often from the senior staff.

The looseness of the departmental organisation will also

allow reallocation of resources; it would be easy to set

up a permanent allocation to a 'change group' within the

staff.

This organisation has the advantage of being open to

external pressures which need only to be exercised on the

Principal and hierarchy; once they have been convinced of

the inevitability and necessity of a fundamental change

the organisation allows for sufficient involvement of the

staff to make sensible adaptation possible. It is also

open to the external administration, by controlling

appointments of senior staff, to ensure that thoue promoted

are open to outside influence. However, the eaue of develop-

ing open relationships and the receptivity to outside stimuli,

combined with the tendency of such a system to facilitate the

identification of problems, to encourage their discussion,

and to disseminate the necessary information about them

throughout the staff, also, makes inoemental change,

generated within the school, a real possibility.

(iv) The 'Collegiate' Orranisati:n

In this, major control of poliy and c,f exe,:utive 4.!tior.

in by the professicnal staff by some rrTre::entativr. body

of them - in the latter :Nine usually weighted towarth;

seniority.
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Decisions are taken by voting, perhaps with special

mechanisms for review if the result is close. Executive

action is nortrally taken by the Principal and an appointed

hierarchy; in some cases the Principal has the formal

power to veto which is rarely, if ever, used, because to

do so would destroy the 'collegiate' nature of the

organisation. He usually retains certain 'hidden' powers,

such as the right to recommend promotions. Communication

tends to be good, particularly laterally because of the process

of joint decision-raking. In the same way knowledge of the

aims and objectives of the school is widespread.

Increasingly pressure is being brought for appointments,

including senior staff, to be made or at least strongly

influenced by the Collegiate body.

This organisation must surely be resistant to fundamental

change, decisions being taken by a body of staff who are

themselves individually opposed to it. Unlike in the

Consultative organisation, outside pressure has to be brought

on the whole staff,not a small hierarchy. Both coercion and

inducement will be difficult. It is possible also that, to

the extent that the Collegiate body control appointments,

highly innovatively-minded staff will be rejected.

The situation crAild, however, be quite different in

relation.to incremental change; a Collegiate system with

its good professional relationships - and its probable

stress on professional responsibilities - might well prove

one in which problems are discrNeed, discussed and tackled,

It is also likely to be open t(. professional stimuli from

outside support bodies and be reasonably welcoming to

professional interventions. It is, therefore, possible

that a Collegiate organisation ma;: turn ,,ut to he hostile

to fundamental, while remaining :.pen to in :rementai change.
/) The tParticipat:,r7i i)ranisation

This resemble i the collei.;iate except in

on fundamental aopt:.t: stud,nt4 spar, oil iwer in the

making of puli :y de.isiono. A distinction needs to be



drawn between a true participatory system when any student

of sufficient age has a vote and a representative system

when a number of students are elected to represent the

rest. In the latter case, unless the number of such

representatives substantially equals that of the staff,

there is a danger that the representatives will identify

with the staff rather than students. It is assumed here

that it is older students - at least over fifteen years -

who will be involved. Experience in day schools has shown

that under this age children tend largely to reflect the

opinions of their parents and are unable to see any specific

issue in the total context of the school; however, training

for future full participation can start much younger at the

'class-room' level. Therefore a true participation system

can only operate in schools with a substantial proportion

of students between 15-18. Communication can be better

than in other systems, again encouraged by the joint

discussion of poblPms; similarly aims and objectives of

the school can be easily disseminated. The 'authority' for

the system is seen to derive from all those participating

in it. Appointments will be made, or at least influenced,

by the total participating body.

Ouch a system - as also the (!cllegiate one - may be very

effective, enlisting as it does the strength and motivation

of all: involvement can be ':onsiderable. i.f.ut in averare

:onditions, will it wel:fe fundamental ,:ham:e? Here it i.:

necessary to diferehtiJte between -hange in 1..adimi-

and method on the -ne hanl and frganisation and

relationships on the ether. It is also ne!es.:ary to f!nsider

triefly the adoles-ent himself wh- .0,:aint adult

authority while at the rame time en-rmaicly 1:wks

in him.:elf and is anzi f-r un.!-rta:n rutue. :;tu nt.:

will bring oonstant 1.resJure h:tngo authr.rity an!

soial relationshirs within th 4n:} in thi;! will

reprecent a real court, Lf n and indemf.ntl ff,r the

staff. But in u ademie matter.: the:: will L4 .nu'i u, nal

unwilling t..) risk fhange - h cf. , f thfm wt:.

::tand to tf,nefit fr._r. a
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It seems likely that fundamental social change in schools

can result from participation; but in those establishments

in which the majority of the students need examination

results the conservativeness of the staff may be reinforced

by that of the students. It is important not to judge this

system by schools such as the Norwegian experimental

gymnasia where students are self-selected and staff very

innovative, or Countesthorpe College where the staff was

selected for its openness to fundamental change - though

it is an interesting confirmation that, in the latter,

students who were motivated towards examination success

proved a conservative element in relation to academic
charge. This leave.: uncertain those establishments where

a substantial body of students are over 15 and are not

concerned with academic success, particularly in working

-,lass areas. Here students are increasingly disenchanted

with academic content as well as social relationships: for

such schools, participation could be a real road to change.

In its attitude to incremental change, the Participatory

organization will resemble the Collegiate and be favourable.

It may perhaps be more so, as the identification of problems
becomes easier when students themselves are involved and
stimulus to find r. solution becomes sharper.

As parents are not direct parti,:ipants in the school,
and as they are more n,mally considered a; a possible part

of a governing body external to school, the have not been
inciuded as part of a participatory internal organization.
liwever, should they be so considered, it is probable that
in general they will a. 't as a .,,nzervative rather than an

inn.lvative elemew; his is parti'ululy true in relation
. 1:141*._:. It is perhaps w:)rth remembering that

in .:eh;...1;? sr:int, .ross-e..ti,n lass;:: it

is the .r 111' ,iass parents wh, wuld m,;t likely be

ip.:,ivef: it ha erd:7 t, hav- been aati!:fied

wIth its own education and wishes to perpetuate it. In
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disadvantaged areas it is more probable that parents, having

no fixed ideas of what education should be, might be more

open to change. It is thus possible that in a school in a

disadvantaged area the pa. %icipation of both parents and

students might bring real pressure towards fundamental change.

Looking over the whole range of possible internal

organisations it appears that, even though efficient, the

Autocratic and Bureaucratic systems are likely generally to

stifle the creativity of the school. The real interest lies

between the Consultative and the two types of real partici-

pation, the Collegiate and the Participatory. The former has

advantages on account of its openness to essential pressures

for fundamental change from witside combined with its probable

oapacity to generate incremental change within. However it

is unable 'o involve either the junior members of staff or

the students wholeheartedly in the educaticnal task; for

this 'n happen ra1 patiipatiun is neoessary. In a

Collegiate syotem this is given to the profesJi,..:nal staff

who may well then g,neate i:tremental hange within.

However, at, the same time, it very likely that the

:rpornte body 1-roff-ssional I:taff will !rcve resiotant

:Ind perhaps ig.p-n.)trat.10 ireil.luro.: for funamentai '.'Mingo

from with-ut. Finally a Parti.ipat..ry .;.:tem, Involving

students - and p-,osib!y parer t. - in normal areao may

present :t ,lutti, 1 f! reci:.:tnt t.r. fund-tmental ohang

in academic: matters but. to it in Yil relationships;

it too should be likely t.) generate in:remeni.al hang,.

A p(:r;:iible Px :fptin +,' the :at-ter micl.t be in the !as,. ,:f

a .:ehoul in t al::advantage1 area; rieh,. be (.pn f.)

fundainentai .l:arigt, in all Th'7 p refer.

vl; .:yo ter. 1',,r ar . I I t y
-ne

T-tb10 I attar.: rea

yres of canifiai::n A:* k at the

ratur,:. .f relatin.:l.i;.; -1, this paper

will put forward a tentativ. a:md '16 em!rt..ing tr,th

.:e tat i i a

_ t.



THE NATURE OP RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE SCHOOL

It is not proposed to discuss in this paper relationships

at great length because they are largely determined by the nature

of the formal organisation and by the pressures from the

professional groups outside, such as teaching unions. This is

not to diminish their importance. Although they are not a

sufficient condition for fundamental change, they are in many

cases - particularly for incremental and for self-generated change .

a necessary condition. Mechanisms that can help change a staff

to an 'open' set of relationships will be essential(1).

Certainly, within a school, the informal relationships

between hierarchy and assistant staff, amongst staff and between

staff and students, are of vital importance: to the attitude of

individuals towards change, to the opportunities that arise for

self-selected groups to generate change, and to the communication

of both the ideas behind, LA the experience of, change throughout

the staff.

The main interrelationships that affect the creativity of

the school are the dominant attitude towards change on the staff,

the amount 3f professional communication that goes on between them,

and the formality or otherwise of the relationship between

Principal, hierarchy, assistant staff and students. We intend to

examine briefly the two extremes - a 'closed'' system and an Popene

one; remembering that all kinds of compromises between them exist.

1. The "Closed" system

In this the dominant attitude of the staff to change is

hostile. Such an attitude would seem to be particularly associated

with Autocratic and Bureaucratic organisation; this will be

particularly strong in relation to fundamental change, less strong

towards incremental change; strongly towards binding change, less

towards voluntary change. However, in the Collegiate system, and,

in relation to academic work, probably in the Participatory system

as well, hostility would be limited to fundamental change.

(1) See R.A. Schmuck's paper: "Interventions for Strengthening
tte School's Creativity".
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The second main element in the "closed"system is limited

interpersonal contact, particularly professional contact. Staff.

room conversation tends to be non professional; staffroom

relationships to be restricted between subject departments and

between age - groups. The Principal tends to be isolated from the

sta:froom both physically, and by custom and tradition. Such

limitations stem naturally from Autocratic and Bureaucratic

organisation, but certainly need not be a part of Collegiate or

Participatory systems which by their deci: nmaking process

encourage greater interpersonal contact on professional matters.

A final element in a "closed" system is a "hierarchic"

formal relationship between Principal, senior staff, junior staff

and students, in which formality and respect are expected in a

oneway direction. This particularly inhibits the upward flow

of informal information, which, by giving warning of the

malfunctioning of the existing system, creates conditions in

which change would be considered. Again this is typical of

Autocratic and Bureaucratic systems. The Collegiate system might

possibly develop this between staff and students; the Participatory

not at all.

It is interesting to consider what will happen in a 'closed'

system when subjected to pressures to change. It will resist

coercion, but if forced may rapidly settle back into a new 'closed'

system which while accepting the coerced change will remain hostile

to any further change.

2. The 'Open' system

The dominant staff attitude is here positive to incremental

change and to 'voluntary' change; for reasons discussed in the

section on formal organisation, staff will not in normal conditions

be receptive to fundamental change. This attitude can develop in

Consultative, Collegiate and participatory systems.
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Staff have the opportunity, time and desire to meet and

discuss professional matters informally. They may also have

the opportunity 'co enter the working situation of other departments.

This clearly both encourages groups to discuss change, and also

spreads information about what is happening throughout the school.

Interpersonal open relationships can be developed in the Consultative

system, in the Collegiate - but not necessarily involving students -

and in the Participatory system.

Finally relationships between Principal, senior staff,

junior staff and pupils are informal and easy, which again increases

the flow of information up from below. Such a system should be

open to persuasion, to inducement, and to student influence;

particularly it should encourage self-generated voluntary change

and make easier adaptation of change from without.

GENERAL CONCLUSION

It has been seen that the creativity of a sehool is

dependent on the internal organisation being Participatory either

in the sense of influeneing deeisions (the Consultative organisation)

:sr of taking deeisions (the Collegiate or Participatory). Certain

advantages in permeability to outside pressures lie with the

Consultative, in Involvement of all conerned, with the Collegiate

and the Participatory. It might be worth considering whether the

two could be combined.

A possible organisation is set out in Figure 1. The sehool

is eeneetmed as having discretion to make decisions represented by

thf, thick surrunding line. The amount. cf this is dependent on

the lawn of the and and the regulations of the adminiotration on

the one hand and the presourei: from the totai environment on the

c:ther; to a limitud oxteht the 'position' of the line is not

fixed brat. negctiable. Within, the maj-;i: :framework' policy

decloi!.no after rull -7onsu1 tation are taken ls; the Principal and

hierar:hy, one of whom deocnatel i.arti.ularLy t, promete

inn vatien and z17 riviJi time ;old re.:our tu d, ;:u. The i:taff -

'Irv!, if ,!.;.:ir;.(!, .:tud ont.: - aro then livided int- a ;:erie:: ef

gr,ups, sere f whieh will Le .ver time and ..thero
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which would form for a specific task. These groups would have

complete discretion, within the framework of the major policy

decisions, to make the direct policy decisions concerning their

work. For example, the major policy decision might be to

introduce co-operative group work among teachers'. Individual

participatory groups could then decide how to implement this:

one group perhaps simply sharing the making of materials while a

second was introducing a thorough team-teaching organisation.

Finally, the Moot - the meeting of all participants or a

substantial representation of them - would have the role of a

check on the power of the Principal/hierarchy in that it could

veto policy decisions by a two-thirds majority. It is improbable

that, if consultation is really taking plan, this veto would ever

be used; however, its existence wculd guarantee that the major

policy makers do continue to consult. The Moat could have two

further functions: it could act as a Court cf Appeal against

executive decisions, and it could act as a discussion forum.

There are several potential advantages that might be expected

from this type of organisation. Firstly the involvement and

relationships that lead to creative incremental change are retained

partly by the participation cf all in the direct decisions regarding

their particular work, partly by the consultation of everyone for

the general policy decisions. Secondly the Principal/hierarchy

are retained as the main channel for stimuli from outside. An

enlightened appointment policy by the Administration can ensure

that there are staff who are innovation-minded and, as diseussed

earlier, they would be more open to the necessary pressures from

the Administration when fundamental change was needed. Finally the

presence among the hierarchy of someone who has the time and

resources to encourage creative change would ensure that participatory

groups with ideas were er!ourriged while th':se la.!king them were

stimulated.

Perhaps such a system - :Jr a modifi,2ai.)n rf it -

resolve the paradox that began *.o e!lerge luring the writint thio

paper: that partiication. desirable in itself and leadinc t

inoremental change, revertheless be hostile t) fundamental

,Jhange.
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V. PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT TO THE SCHOOL

by

Roland Vandenberghe, Senior Lecturer,
Centre for Educational Research, Katholieke
Universiteit, Leuven (Belgium).

Professional support may contribute to various operational

activities of a school; but, without wishing to minimise other

possibilities, I propose to confine my remarks here mainly to

teaching problems. In this sphere, professional support is

something explicitly designed to contribute to the creation of a

number of conditions enabling the teacher to Perform his

(professional) task more effectively in his capacity as organiser

of the learning process. All forms of professional aid (whether

contributed by the author of an article or by a team from an

educational centre) must aim at this ultimate goal, although it

seems to be an aspect that is somewhat neglecter: at the present

time.

Such an approach implies essentially that the teacher is a

professional expert in the organisation of a teaching proesu

object of which is to accomplish a learning proeess. As a

eorollary we may inquire whether the teacher himself has this

conception of hiu role: does he see himself as expert in this

field? There is enough evidence to show, I believe, that one

aspect at least of the teacher's role is acknowledged to be the

organisation of the teaching-learning process(1), although he is

seen to be concerned also with administrative(2) and so', .-

psychological(3) problems in the course of his wnrk. These last

two I do not wish to minimise, even though they will not be

considered further in this paper.

(1) For example: E. Hoyle, The Role of the Teacher, London,
New York: Routledr,e ard Kegan Paul, Humanities Press, 1'0;9.

(2) See chapter III:"Administrative Relationships between the
School and outside Institutions".

(3) See chapter IVOOrganisation and Relatiwiships within the
School".
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An interesting development. in the countries of Western

Europe is that nowadays the object of management tends to be the
school as a whole rather than the individual teacher (see

E. Hoylets paper, paragraph 37, Technical report No. 1).

Similarly, it is to the school and not the individual teacher

that professional support is now principally directed.

Professional support may be conceived as the development

of a relationship between the school and a number of bodies outside
it. The object of this relationship is to effect a desired change
within the school and/or among the teacher:. concerned. In other
words, professional support is not a random, haphazard affair
but a systematic activity aiming at a specific change (e.g. the
creativity of the school).

In describing and examining professional support we can
adopt two different approaches. We can present a systematic
description of the real situation - for example, that most teachers
regard inspection as an act of supervision rather than assistance.
On the other hand, we can consider the possibilities of various

forms of professional support in the context of a desired change.
In what follows I shall try to combine the two approaches; the
second will lead to a series of recommendations.

Each of these approaches can be expressed as a premise that
provides a useful theme for keeping the two threads of the enquiry

we develA) it.

The first theme is that the effect of a specific form of aid
upon the school or the teacher(s) depends on the character of the
recipient LT.e. the sAicol or the teacher(sg. Fo example, it
has been found that the influence of specialised literature is
greater (at all )vents it is different) on a teacher who is
receptive .o innovati(Ji than on a teacher who is not. The same
appiieL: to the inw,vativeness -f a LI.11,ol. Hene, we must always
look at the re.a,ive, influence of the various forms of professional
supp,rt.

Th' th.nf, that the vari,us forms of professional

support act be ,let cribed and their value asserse-i. In other words,

if we disrecad 'he relative infLu,,nce .f the wirii,us forms of



professional support for the moment, we can identify more

specifically the content of the school/ professional support

relationship.

Finally, the description of the reality of professional

support and the practical evaluation will enable us to work out a

provisional conceptual diagram in which we will attempt to classify

the various forms of professional support. This diagram will

provide a place for the various current forms of professional

support and reveal where any major defects lie. It should also

enable potential research priorities to be fixed.

THE RELATIVE INFLUENCE OF PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT

Starting with two forms of professional support - educational

research and specialised literature - we propose to discuss a

number of examples that, show the complexity of the problem. The

choice of these two forms of influence is not fortuitous.

Specialised literature on education and teaching(1) is a form of

professional support that has made considerable progress at the

present time. The other form (educational research) is also

assigned a good deal of importance and much is expected of it in

some quarters, but it involves a number of "linking" problems.

The influence of educational research and its results

To what ,:xtent can research exercise an influence on the

school nowadays? To what degree does 1' stimulate change? How

far does it offer arguments for decision-making in individual

schools? To what extent is it a sour of .reativity (i.e. change)?

These questions call for concise answers.

(1) We observe in some f'ountries a tendency toward:: co-operation
between a number of periodicals. This seem:: t.. indit7ate that

promulgation of an innovation tu-ough hint( fd word is

accepted as an important medium of eommunication.
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At the moment it is generally agreed that little or nothing

is being done to put, the results of research into practice in the

schools. They cannot therefore be considered as an effective

c'elotituent ef professinnal support. Various reasons have been

put forward to explain thin.

The existing situation is conceptualised differently by the

rezearche and by the practitioner (administrator, inspector or

teaohe). The eoearehe endeavours to reduce all educational

poblemo to a number of variables which he tries to keep under

-.tontrol by the procese of nperationalioation and instrumentalioation.

Hie fiot eneetm in to make a opeeifieully consistent description

them. The pactitionerlon the other hand, expects an immediately

uoable solution to a ccmplex problem whose component variables he

cann0. (o will net) discern. A comment often heard in this

enneotien ie that educational research has no precise orientation

and et ;iyo ton far from the real everyday problems of teaching.

Furthermore, the practitioner attaehee good deal of importance

io intuition and improvisation in the practical eganiration and

management rf the teaching- learning situation. The researcher, on
the contrary, is anxious to build up gradually a structure of

knewldee ene reiatinohipo eulminating in a theory on the teaching-

larning process. It is also asserted that the reoeareher useo a

to eheieal lane. -er inomprehensible to the praotitiener who eemplaino,

with :one eetien that he makes n- effort to Itanolatet his
reou1to.

he ;re? m -en hr eeer,eched from vet another angle. In a

til euha de;:cribeu the fe11owiru ehenomenen:

"Inn Nati-:no hal.c peroiotd in elueatien net be.!ause of the

rtin;! .n but eeoeite it. A re-n' dramatic
Hirh. Hori,ene prremm in New York city.

- whe '-a!her:: and -liento

1%.:i;7ted *u - ic!! h preelemme was making a differenee oe
erea"ee it oim!ly ?li n-t be aLiLl.ned"(1). Thert2 therefore

(1) E.G. eti:ie, The Failure ef Evaiultion. Ldue. Teehnol.,
to
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apparently a gap between the research results and the experience

of the practitioners concerned. In other words: there is a

contradiction between the conclusions of a group less directly

involved in the innovation and the motives inciting practitioners

to continue with it.

This example shown not only that the practitioners t,re

uninterested in the results of research, but that the researchers

do not attach any importance to findings based on observation and

experience. This rejeotion of either research findings or

practical experience indicates a difference of value structures

as between researchers and teachers.

we may provisionally assume that the participation of

educational practitioners in research may, after a certain time

and after the acquisition of positive experience, lead those

actually cu-operating to rethink educational problems in the same

conceptual framework and with reference to the same value structure

as the researchers. Whether such eo-operation will exroioe a

complementary influence on the researchers is an open queotion.

It is relevant here to mention one important result(1) from

Margaret Johnsonts enquiry into "Teachers/ Attitudes to Eduoational

Research ". She noted that teachers who had or :e been involved in

research had a more favcurable attitude to the value and p:tentiali-

ties of educational re::?arch than those who haa net had this

opportunity. Her conclusion is: "It appears therefoee that the

involvement .f teachers in eoearch de produce in them a favourable

attitude towards researeh. Participation in research should

therefore be eriouraged, provided that the resear01 is eendueted

in such a way that it doe:: genuinely involve the teaher".

Thia initial assumption about the participation of practiti.ner !

in research iu also confirmed in the experiment conduted by Hoban

hnd Rege(2). (See Mr. P. Vanoergenic paper, paragraph 11, b,

Technical Report No. 1.)

tn Edtbst'.., L41(1) Margaret LB. Johnson, Tea!herof Attitudes
Research. Edue. Research., 1'6, 67('j),

(2) C.F. Hoban & A. liege, Value Structur Researehers
Non-researchers. AV Common. he7., 19iA17), 410-421 :;e0
also: R. Schmuck, Sc.cial Poyoh.1,Tioal Factors in Yhowl'AL:f:
Utilisation. Tr T.L. Eidell m. (E&!.),
Knowledge Production and Utilisati.,n in Fdueatinal
Administration. Columbwl, Ohie/Unive.:ity .f ()rr,n,
1')6es, 143-173.



The need for the maximum utilisation of research results

as not only led to a new approach !avelock(1) speaks of a "new

science" 7 but has also produced a number of proposals - for example

to broaden the "conceptual framework" of research and to develop

a "structural framework".

Broadening. the conceptual framework

E.R. Hilgard's proposal is well-known: in it he distinguishes

and describes seven types of research, ranging from nbasic science

research in learning" to "experimental or demonstration schools"

where the product developed can be demonstrated(2), with the object

of showing that it is possible to reduce systematically the distance

between, say, basic research and decisions concerning innovations.

He gives the following examples:

Tvpes of research Relation to educational
pract ce

A. Basic science
research in
learnin7

Type 1 Not directly relevant to
school practices

B. Technological
research and
development
bearing upon
instruction

Type 4

Policy research
bearing upon
innovations in
curriculum and
practices

Type 7

Illustrative
researc

Animal maze
learning; eyelid
conditioning;
influences of
drugs on memory

Relevant because tiught Computer-assisted
by special teacher in instruction;
simulated classroom language

laboratory

Experimental or demon-
stration schools, showing
what can succeed

Headstart pro-
gramme: non-
graded schools

(1) In this oonnec tion, 30,1: R.G. Havel:,A, A Comparative Study of the
Literature on the DI:3zeminati,n and Utilization of Scientific
Knowledge, Michigan UriverLity, Ann Arbor,

(2) Fur °simple: E.R. Hilgard, The Translation of Educational
R.:searcl, and Development int,. Actic,n. Eau. Resear,:her, 1972(1),
7, 1-21.
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Hilgard's conceptual diagram certainly offers valuable

suggestions but the problem of transitions and continual'

adjustments between the various types of research remains.

Moreover, it is striking to see how the flow of thought is

usually one way, namely from research to development (although

movement in the opposite direction is not impossible).

Developing a structural framework

Within this term comes the establishment of institutions

intermediary between research and practice. We are thinking more

especially of educational centres, research and development centres

and learning laboratories. Such institutions would, thanks to

their development work, be assigned the specific task of bridging

the gap between research and the desired changes in the practical

field. Nevertheless, there is a number of attendant problems

for, here again, the flow is all too often from research to

practice and less 'often from practice to research. The trend

observed in the United States of America is symptomatic of this:

perhaps because of their structural incorporation into a university,

the research and development centres are increasingly devoted to

research and less to development. A positive point in the

evolution of these intermediate institutions, however, is that

from the regional standpoint they are closer to the school. As

a result, not only does the psychological distance lessen but it

becomes possible to carry out certain precisely formulated tasks

in A Lpeo.ific school. In our opinion, it is the transitior from

a general desire for aid to more direct call for specific

professional support that will provide the important stimulus

for educational research and at the same time lessen the "linking"

problem..

In this context the proposition formulated by Gideonse

seems very pro:ising(1). He starts by drawing a clear distinction

between three levels of activity. In education as a whole, each

of these levels has its own role and its own pretensions. There

is the level of research which sets out to add new knowledge

(1) H. D. Gideonse, An Output-Oriented Model of Research and
Development and its Relationship to Educational Improvements
J. exp. Educ., 1968(37), 157-163.
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(format.cn of theory); the level of development where the

results of research may provide the starting point for the

development of teaching equipment, teaching methods and even

new structures; finally, there is the level of teaching practice,

itself. Gideonse emphasises that the starting point of a change

may be located at any one of the thrte levels. But a desire for

change (practice) or a proposal for change (development) or a

research result clearly revealing the need for change always have

repercussions on the other two levels. By way of illustration,

let us take the case of the principal of a middle school who, after

contact with the language teachers, wishes to introduce a more

direct method for learning foreign languages. This decision leads

to a comparison of various existing methods which does not yield

any satisfactory results, so a body outside the school is consulted

on developing a method in co- operation with the teachers concerned.

The first trials give rise to so much difficulty that it is

decided to consult language specialists, at the same time

consolidating the knowledge acquired during the trials. This

produc- an improved method. At some point problems arise which

lead to research not totally divorced from the original subject

requested by the practitioner. This is developed along independent

lines by the research group.

Finally, I feel I must emphasise the necessity of a proper

relationship between the three levels. The management bodies

(educational centres) must be capable, in their specific projects

inside specific schools, of translating problems into terms of

research (which should then preferably be carried out within the

school) and must also be capable of transmitting the information

and data required for the research. In practice this may lead to

a number of difficulties, particularly in connection with the

function of the " change- agents ", for example inspectors and staff

members of a pedagogical centre. There is little sense in

continuing to look for general models of professional support

involving research,for the measure of its importance is the degree

to which it helps to solve the individual problems of specific

schools. In this it is "action research" rather than fundamental
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research - a fact that will not have escaped the specialists.

Nonetheless it must be an explicit part of the management strategy.

When tackling a specific problem in a particular school by research

combined with immediate action, the change -agent (as we have

already seen) develops a situation leading to a change in teachers'

attitud9s to the value of research.

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT: ANALYSIS OF POSSIBLE CONTENT

The influence of specialised literature

In considering the value of specialised articles or

literature and their potential influence on teaching practice,

and hence the creativity of the school, it is perhaps well to

begin with a few generalisations based on a fairly considerable

body of research('). Generally speaking, the average teacher

reads very little, very selectively (i.e. he reads what he

already knows) and most often to find an immediate solution to

problems of the moment.

The increase in the number of educational periodicals

shows that there is a vast potential audience. The printed word is,

of course, an effective way of transmitting information (knowledge)

and arousing initial interest, but it is less effective when the

adoption of some innovation calls for a change in attitude, as it

most often does in the educational field. It is generally

acknowledged that teachers who are receptive to innovation (early

adopters) read much more, are familiar with several periodicals

and thus have wider information than the average teacher. Hence

the influence of this medium would appear to depend on the nature

of the recipient. There are records in the agricultural sector,

for example, of people often trying out innovations on the strength

of written information only. Further, in one of my own investigations

we found that schools taking part in an innovation increase the

number of their subscriptions to specialised educational periodicals,

that these periodicals were more frequently consulted by teachers

and that this, therefore, gave rise to discussion of articles in

(1) Essential references are contained in E.M. Edgers & F.L. Shoemaker,
Communications of Innovations. ' Cross-Cultural Approach.
Collier-Macmillan, New York and London, 1971.
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them. It would seem, therefore, that published information has

a part to play whenever teachers are faced with new tasks and

are looking for some basic justification for what they intend

to do about them. This is most often the case with educational

changes at macro level.

The reasons for the 1:rited influence of written informa-

tion are well known. By definition written communication is a

one-way process. There is therefore no immediate feedba and

it is impossible to obtain additional information by asking

questions. Information can be obtained through what is known as

interpersonal channels and this is also more conducive to a change

of attitude.

From the foregoing it follows that we can use published

information effectively in an "elaborated" change - indeed we can

conceive a sequence for reaching a large audience through all the

mass media: periodicals, radio and television. In the first phase

there should ideally be contact between the various periodicals

so that information regarding the changes (particularly structural

changes) can be transmitted intensively over a strictly limited

period. In a second phase, information would be transmitted by

radio or television to promote discussion in local groups. This

method has yielded excellent results in some of the developing

countries, whilr in Europe there have been encouraging signs of

collaboration among regional groups of teachers at basic .duea-

tional level. In a third phase, the individual teacher (and

perhaps the school) should be reached through the inspeotorate.

Lectures and symi,!;18

Lectures are frequently used *'or the promotion cf edu.ational

innovation, but t:),1 often are they used as a one, -way system of

unmmunioation with the assumption hat the audience '`ones already

favourably dieprsed toward:: the subjent. In fa!t., in these days

of lively educational controversy, the information offered may

well be susceptible to varHus interpretations, hen the lecturer

should not be surprised if initially he gets a mixed re-eption.

The important thing is to ensure that there is active audience
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itt an ulaburated form. This gives a teacher who is about to accept

the innovation a stronger motivation and enables a number of

adjustments suitable for his school to be planned beforehand.

secondly, a demonstration enables a proposed innovation to be tried

nut, cautiously by a teacher in his own classroom. Thirdly, the

feet of having to give a demonstration IE very often a considerable

otimulue to the teacher to go forward with an innovation - it is a

form ef "reinforcement".

In view of the palpable uses this particular medium has, one

naturally has to eolwider if there should in fact be demonstration

ehools. Su far as eoneerns those operating in exeeptional

irumetences with maximum aid, additional subsidies and ample

teehing equipment the answer is probably "No." Whenever a

demonetratien takee plaoe'in eireumstanees far removed from the

erdinery conditions prevailing in a classroom, teachers are

inclined to adopt a negative rather than a positive attitude to
whet is beine preeented. The oame applies to television demon-

etratien. When it mes to macro changes however, schools in which

`h- Auneen proceed slwly (and very often only partially) but on

orgenised lines may provide viable demenotration :entree. Here it

eeesit:le to eheerve the real potenti4lities and deteet the

litneultiee that arise when some new form of education is being

io iN% peetiee. This is eepeoially valuable fer tea hers not

ertieipeting in a ehange.

In these pilot eheole ne premquisite is eosential: the

e.-ee be eble rely on edequate guidance, aid and support,

fel eeet ee syetemet ieelly erganieed in advane.
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T.

influence of the inspectorate until one known the answer to a

number of questions. How does the inspector conceive his role?

How does the teacher view the inopector? Does he consider him ae a

counsellor or as a supervisor? It is, of course, preferable not

to combine these two aspects - counselling and supervision - in one

and the same funotion for the person receiving the counsel or

supervision sees only the supervisory aspect. A number of countries

adopt this view. (P. Vanbergen,parasel2b and 12o, Technical Report

No. 1, and A. Amax° de Costa, paragraphs 19-20, Technical Report

No. 1).

Educational centres

During the last two decades a number of countries have

recognised the need for an intermediate organisation designed to

stimulate and manage educational change and they have set up

special centres for this purpose. The actual form they take and

the methods of educational support they use differ considerably

from one country to another. In general terms, however, they can

all be described as management bodies, intermediate between

educational research and practice and closely in liaison with the

inspectorate. A number of them have yet to define their strategy.

The problems with which these centres are dealing may be

very complex, e.g. objectives, methods, personnel, means of

evaluation, legal forms of organisation, but it is possible, by

examining a single instance, to illustrate their general field of

concern and function. Let us take the case of designing a

management plan for the reform of basic or secondary education(1).

GENERAL OR SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT

In designing a general management plan we are faced at the

start with a very important question: should the reform be total

or partial? The answer to this has serious implications for

management. In fact the resolution of this choice between "total

reform" or "partial reform" can be made a good dial easier by

introducing a distinction between "general management" and management

(1) The method recommended here has 'wen appliPd in the
management of a new form of professional teaching.
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of one aspect oAly - "specific management".

In General Management the role of the educational counsellor(s)

(or the management body) is to collaborate with the teachers in

translating the principles proposed into a form that is justified

from the teaching standpoint. This entails the following activities.

First, the teachers are helped to translate the general objeotivee

into more direct language and an effort is made to define in

advance what changes should be brought about in the students,

performance. This is a very difficult task. At the start the

objectives may only be stated in very vague terms and it is not at

all unusual for them to be changed in the course of these studies.

Meanwhile, the teachers consider that it is not important to devote

discussions to "what one wants to achieve"; their questions mostly

concern practical aspects of the method - "what has to be done?".

Little by little, however, signs appear that show the members of

the management body that the teachers are beginning to see the need

for a type of teaching designed to achieve specific objectives -

that is for an "oriented" type of teaching.

Teachers are helped in all this by means of experiments

where they themselves conduct and check the tests. The results

are arranged and classified so that teachers can draw immediate

conclusions with regard to their own performance.

Specific Management is in complete contrast to the foregoing.

General management covers all aspects of the experiment chosen:

whereas specific management chooses one aspect only, for example,

the teaching implications of an intended structural change. Here,

the need for assistance to teachers is obvious.

The function of general management is partly determined by

the progress of the innovation itself. Specific management entails

organising the whole enterprise in advance as far as possible,

accompanying activities and methods of performance all included.

With general management there is no need for any "method"

in the strict sense of the word. Specific management must be

based on a scientifically established method, that istone that is

verifiable and usable in other circumstances. Both forms call for
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co- operation from the teachers concerned. In specific management this-

is precisely defined, i.e. the teachers have a very specific task

'elated to the aspect chosen. Indeed, the success or failure of

the experiment largely depends on the degree of co-operation by

the teachers.

Having made this comparison, we must at once say that it is

not desirable in our view to apply both forms of management at the

beginning of an experimental programme. During the first school

year only general management should be used for determining the

local situation, the attitudes of the different teachers and the

overall atmosphere of a particular school. Furthermore, this type

of management gives teachers maximum opportunities for optimum

co-operation with the management team, it being necessary to foster

a positive attitude on their part towat.ds the research. This is in

preparation for the stricter research that will be done during the

specific management period. This does not at all meen,however,

that the two forms of manal:,.;.ent cannot be exercised simultaneously

so long as it is realised that specific management concerns only

one aspect of the plan, All the others being covered by general

management.

The indirect results of management

The distinction here made between general management and

specific management all too easily suggests that specific manage-

ment 48 in fact an impoverishment because it gears educational

activities unilaterally to a single aspect of a reform. Moreover,

there is a danger that teachers will be inclined to concentrate

too much on this one aspect with the result that allowance will

have to be made for distorted results. With specific management,

these risks must be taken into account but in fact its merits

largely dispel the unilateral danger. For example, intensive

systematic work in a restricted field creates a favourable

attitude to research among teachers that leads to increasing

importance being attached to previous research, the results of

which are invoked to support important decisions. In the same

way it is found that opinions change into "assumptions". The
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conviction that a specific method is likely to be the only
effective one tends to disappear. This exemplary method is also
an excellent opportunity for learning motivated co-operation
between the teachers themselves and between Uhe teachers and the
members of the management body.

Another reason why specific management is not an impoverish 1
ment is that it gives rise to an important phenomenon to which we
can apply the term "transfer of management". In this, teachers in
fields not being currently covered by specific management begin
to wo:k in the same way as those in the specific management sector
and do so jointly and without any prompting from the management
bodies. This is a form of "self innovation" in the sense that
the teachers themselves intensively and systematically spread the
objectives of a specific highly lobalised project right through
the school. This in itself would appear to justify maintaining
the distinction between general and specific management.

Two further points remain to be made. The first is that
the above operations are not intended to give a complete picture
of the activities of the educational centres; the range of their
potential activities is much wider. The second is that it is
absolutely essential for the working methods of the management
bodies to be evaluated. The final criterion for this, I suggest,
should be the answer to the following question: on completion of
the experimental project and after systematic observation, conversa-
tions with teachers and questionnaires, is there any sign of a
trend from outside management towards a form of self-inmtatien?

A PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT DIAGRAM

At the outset of this presentation we referred to the
development of a provisional conceptual diagram showing the place
occupied by the various forms of professional support. In
preparing this we have started with the assumption that
professional support aimed at increasing the creativity (i.e.
the propensity for innovation) of a given school has originated
from outsiu the school. But we would add to this the idea that
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after a certain time, the school itself should be capable of

providing its own professional support through the process just

described as "transfer of management".

The diagram embraces four main types of support, that is

four possible means for maximizing the creativity of the school

or modifying the performance of individual teachers in the

directiln desired. It allows for two dimensions in educational

management "aid" and "recipience".

The "aid" dimepsion:

sm aid is most frequently offered by bodies outside the

school.

but aid may also be provide& inside the school by

local innovation nuclei whiz' ensure continuous

change within it. This cannot be.fully assessed

without knowledge of the internal dynamics of the

school. (See E. Hoyle, paragraph 38(ii2), and (iv),

Technical Report No. 1). As already pointed out,

however, the "self - innovation" suggested here emerges

only after some time and initially as a result of

professional aid received from outside. A local

innovation nucleus cannot solve all problems;

there will always be some that have to be solved

outside.

The "recinience" dimension:

. this refers to professional support directed at the

individual teacher as an organiser of the teaching

learning process and a member of a group of teachers

w..thin a specific school;

also included is aid directed to the school as an

organisational unit.

The combination of these two dimensions brings us to the

conceptual diagram in which we can situate the four main forms

of management (Figure 1). For example, aid to individual teachers
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(or to several individual teachers) provided by a management body
outside the school leads to the form labelled "supervision and
support of the individual teacher" that is, by inspectorate,

some other change agent or the_ administration.

Figure 1: Conceptual diagram of the various

forms of professional support

Management of

teaching change

at macro level
._ , .

..

Aid trom outside

(external aid)

\
Supervision an*

support of the

individual teacher

Innovation

nuclei

Aid from inside

(internal aid)

Personnel

training

the
teacher
or
teachers

The possible forms of professional support play a different
role in the four main sectors. This is illustratad by the falowing
examples:
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,t1,11.11:113.,

Personal tzainim

Specialised literature clearly plays a vital role here. A

well stocked school library is, therefore, a valuable resource.

Personal training is also enriched by formal and informal

contacts with other teachers at lecturee or public discussions.

The influence of the headmaster and co tacts with the inspectorate

cannot be underestimated in this first main form of management.

Supervision and support of the individual teacher

In this,second, main form of management, the inspectorate

or any other kind of external change agent may play a very

important part. Of course, an educational centre may exercise a

certain influence on the individual teacher but its influence

should be primarily directed at the school as a whole.

Mena ement of educational change at macro level

As already suggested, th:.s is where the principal efforts of

the educational centres should be concentrated. Organised

management, spread over a certain period of time and deliberately

incorporating periods of evaluation, can only be exercised by

team of experts.

Innovation nuclei

Ir enhancing the creativity of a specific school it should

be possible to foster conditions likely to ensure that the school

will eventually be able itself to carry out innovation and change.

This should be the ultimate result of any form of professional

support. This is in accord with the definition of creativity of

the school given in the first chapter of this book: "its ability

to accept, reject, adapt and/or generate new practices".
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VI. I TERVE TIONS FOR STREN THE SO 00L, TIVITY

by

Richard A. Schmuck, Professor of Educational Psychology,
Center for Advanced Study of Educational Administration,
University of Oregon, U.S.A.

Throughout modern history teachers have valued their own

continued education for professional development. In addition to

these internalised values for professional growth, recent social

changes have placed new external pressures on teachers to improve

their practices. Research and development has led to new practices

in industry; not only in the form of new products and markets, but

also new procedures of management. The public sector also depends

heavily on basic and applied research by amassing systematic surveys

of public opinions and customs, by analysing the consequences of

governmental action, and by investi4 economically in many studies

and experimental programmes. No matter what the area of belief,

value, behaviour, or tradition, the knowledge gatherers and

researchers of the present often challenge accustomed ways of

thinking and behaving with new information. The result is that the

modern citizen can take less for granted and must maintain fewer

unquestioned and unquestionable assumptions and patterns of

behaviour. Thus, the rapid technological and knowledge advances

of ur modern world have brought new demands on teachers to make

the traditional value of continued education a new and challenging

reality.

Schools, as organisations, have n't been exempt from the

effects of this knowledge explosion. Indeed, these changing

times also call for less unquestioned tradition and more creative

ways of running the school. Among the primary, and most immediate,

social pressures on schools which prod them on to change both at

the individual level as well as the organisational level are:

(a) The growing recognition and understanding that

individuals learn in different ways and et different

rates. I refer to this as the social demand for

increased individualisation in schools.
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(b) The growing view that some required school subjects

have little relevance and meaning to the world that

students will face after graduation. I think of

this as the challenge of releyance in education;

it is linked at this time to interests in improved

career and vocational education.

(c) The increasing demand that teachers and schools be

evaluated, and thus financed, on their performance.

Increased interest in cost-benefit accounting,

programmed-planning-budgeting-systems, and writing

behavioural objectives highlight this pressure.

I refer to this as the social demand for increased

accountability in schooling.

(d) The growing recognition that television, movies, audio

tapes and written programmes of instruction can be

effective substitutes for the teacher has introduced

the social demand for more uses of educational

technology.

(e) The increasing interest by experts to change and

reorganise the traditional disciplines of knowledge

and to make major renovations to combine several

different fields can be viewed as a social demand

for more interdisciplinary curricula and departures

from traditional curricula.

(f) And finally, the criticisms from many citizens that

schools are too cold and impersonal and that

students are not treated with respect and empathy

represents a widespread interest in numanisin

relationships within the school.

Two interventions to core with change

Aside from the preservice preparation of future teachers

within colleges of education, two intervention strategies stand

out today as holding the most potential power for helping teachers

to cope with these six social demands. The first is inservice

educat_on for teachers and administrators and the second is
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training in clizatel.p_...)ment for entire facultiee.

Inservice education is strategy for facilitating change in the

individual, while organisation development is a strategy aimed at

dealing with changes within groups of pconnel within the school.

The former deals with modifications in the information, attitudes,

and behaviours of individual educators; the latter aims at

modifying the structure, norms and role-procedures of the faculty

that works together. (See P. Vanbegen, paragraphs 12 and 13,

Technical Report No. 1.)

I have had considerable experience with both of these

stategieJ cf change. Both can be effective for helping teachers

to work collaboratively and skilfully in improving their teaching.

However, because I have recently been more involved in doing

research on organisation development and because I believe that

less is known about it than inservice education, I will present

more detailed information about it after first commenting briefly

on inservice education.

1W;ERVIcE EDUCATION

Iasevice education has been applied primarily to help

.lecondary teacher:; become more knowledgeable about their subject

matter. Reeently it also has been used to help teacheo

;ndividualise irmtruction, to learn how to write behavioural

,bjectiveo, tc u.e the current edut:ational technmlogy, to develop

their own and to use new group procedureo in their

classrooms. Unn.rtunately, moot of these interventions are not

dmeumented well, n-r have they been carefully evaluated.

The handful of inoevice wmgrammeo that have been nystemati-

ally d-mtmented and evaluated inOicato that the training ohould

invmlve much mmro than the precentativn of knowledge through

iecturec and reading. 3uoceoful irwervice 1-ogammes 1.rovide

opiortunit:c:1 for larti:!ipantr to experience cognitive,

attitudinal and behavi ,ural ehange. Thio mean:: that., almng with

prm:;entatimns mf information, the eft'eotive couroe

arfrci :t.ruetured V r lx4cf:er.: ,:qmmuhioate with
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each other about their attitudes and feeliutls as to the new

information and its implications for changes in their role.

The effective inservioe course also affords opportunities for

systematically planning how the new information might be implemented

in the classroom and for trying out new behaviours within a "safe

climate" such as can be the case in roleplaying and micro

teaching.

The instructors of innervice education programmes might

be professors of education, the Jrincipal or Headmaster of a

school, or culpriculum specialists in a regional or state office.

Whoever the instructor may be, he will be most successful in

bringing about teachers' growth in the cognitive, attitudinal,

and behavioural realms if he can implement the following principles.

The successful instructor:

(a) encourages the teachers to take an active part in

the course, both verbally and physically.

(b) encourages and facilitates each teacher's discovery

of the personal relevance of the cour,e of study.

(c) emphasizes that Individual differences among the

teachers are to be expected and are desirable.

(d) accepts each teacher's natural tendency to make

mistakes.

(e) encourages teachers to be open alout tbemselves

rather than to conceal their weaknesses and

strengths.

(P) prozetet frank expressions of feeling. by freely

giving praise and criticism when appropriate.

(g) models opener by talking about his own concerns

and insecurities.

(h) promotes a climate for attitudinal chance by

encouraging respect and acceptance for every

teacher.
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ORGANISATION DEVELOPMENT

However effective an instructor of an inservice course

may be in facilitating a teacher's growth in knowledge,

attitudes, and new behaviours, many of these new insitaits and

learnings may be difficult to implement within the traditional

school organisation. My own research and experience have

indicated that many educational reforms have collapsed or have

been absorbed without effect mainly because of the limited

attention given to the organisational context in which the

reforms have been attempted. (See G. Noel, paragraphs 36.40,

Technical Report No. 1).

Any major innovation in curriculum or instructional

technique implies a change in the"culture" of the school. The

relationship oetween teachers and administrators, for example,

is apt to change. Often the change affects not only the Head.

master and his faculty, but aloo the relationship between them

and the nonprofessional staff and students. Consequently,

authority relationships, communication networks, status groupings,

and even friendship cliques are forced to change. In this

process the innovation itself often fails or is restructured to

conform to the "old ways" of doing things. (See E. Hoyle,

paragraphs 27-30, Technical Report No. 1).

The social demands for individualisation, career

education, accountability, educational technology, interdisciplinary

curricula and humanising relationships call for new organisational

procedures of co-ordinated and collaborative problem-solving on

the part of administrators and their staffs. Changes on the

part of the individual teacher will not be enough to implement

new p]ans and new procedures for the school. They call for new

attitudes among administrators as well as new norms between the

administrators and the teachers who work together. In other

words, adequate adaptability of a school to these six social

demands requires both individual and organisation changes.
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Although inservice education courses have sought to
deal with teachers' attitudes about these six social issues,
little emphasis has been placed on how the teacher's new
knowledge, attitudes and skills can be implemented within the
social context of the school. Moreover, while inservioe
education has sometimes successfully brought about changes in
the individual teacher, it has not tended to help teachers
develop the sorts of communication and problem solving norms
and skills that would increase their adaptability as an
organisational unit. This is where organisation development
comes in.

Organisation development (abbreviated as OD) is a
planned and sustained effort to apply behavioural science to
system improvement, using reflexive, selfa.analytic methods.
Note that the emphasis of OD is on the system, rather than
the individual as the target for change. In OD training, group
participants are never strangers, as in typical group dynamics
workshop; the participants in OD are the interdependent
members of the same system or interlocked systems. System may
mean either an entire school organisation or a subsystem such
as an academic department or teams of teachers.

I mean by reflexive, self...analytic methods that involve
staff members themselves in the assessment, diagnosis, and
tranetermation of their own school. Rather than simply
accepting diagnosis and prescriptions from an outside "techno
cratic" expert, organisation members themselves, with the aid
of OD consultants, examine current difficulties and their

causes and participate actively in the reformulation of goals,
the development of new group process skills, the redesign of

structures and procedures for achieving the goals, the alteration
of the working climate of the school, and the assessment of
results.

To implement OD on a continuous basis, an organisational
subsystem (such as a regional cadre of OD consultants) is
created and charged with the specific responsibility for planning,
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managing, and evaluating the continuous process of organisational

creativity. Thus, it should be borne in mind that an

organisation, such as a school, in never transformed permanently,

and institutionalised, built -in OD functions must be continuously

involved in facing the dilemmas and vicissitudes of organisational

renewal. The essential concept here is that some fraction of a

school's resources is devoted to continuous organisational

maintenance, rebuilding, and expansion. Such a concept is

familiar to administrators in relation to pladmand equipment

maintenance, but is much less widely known and accepted in the

maintenance and growth of the school's human organisation.

School organisations as systems. School organisations

are complex social systems that gain their stability through

role expectations and interpersonal norms. Individuals within

a faculty behave predictably largely because of their adherence

to shared expectations' for what is appropriate in the school.

'Corms are compelling stabilizers Pf behaviour because individuals

in the school monitor one another's behaviours. It is the

strength of this sharedness that makes a school culture so

resistent to modification but which, at the eame time, offers

a tool for planned change. If a school's creativity is to be

viable and continuous, changes in interpersonal expectations

must be shared so that each staff member knows that his colleagues

have changed their expectations in the same way that he has

changed his own.

Educational organisations are more than simply the sum

total of their individual members and curriculum materials.

The total staff has characteristics quite different from those

of its individual members. These I refer to as the school's

systemic characterintics. From the systemic point of view,

effective manarement of schools is evidenced when greater

production occurs than would be expected from a simple summing

up of individual resources. As an open system, a school's

efficiency is measured by how completely resources are used

for educating its students. Ultimately a school's efficiency
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is determined by how effectively it can adopt new ideas and

generate internal change to cope with changing times.

These system concepts help to establish a theoretical

rationale for OD interventions. First, interventions will be

more effective if they deal with subsystems and not just with

individuals who lack functional interdependence. Further,

since the school takes its shape from the ways the functional

subsystems cInnect their efforts to one another, OD should

focus, too, on relationships within and between subsystems.

Second, interventions should confront the school with

discrepancies between goal-striving and actual goal-achievement.

Third, interventions should be aimed at making every subsystem

receptive of information from every other subsystem, including

the external environment. Finally, interventions should help

the school to identify under-used resources and to facilitate

the creation of new or ad hoc systems to mobilise available

resources quickly for isolated and non-regular problems. OD

interventions quite often lead to formations of problem-solving

groups that did not exist in the formal structure of the school

before the intervention. If school organisations are to be

truly creative, they must be able to form new subsystems,

change them or dispose of them as needed. (See E. Hoyle,

paragraph 19, Technical Report No. 1).

Research on interventions. Several years ago, M-tt

Miles and I carefully reviewed the data-based research on OD

in schools (Schmuck and Miles, 1971)(1). More recently,

Phil Runkel, several assistants and I reviewed the available

research and development on inservice education and CD in

schools (Schmuck, Runkel, Saturen, Martell, and Derr, 1972).

Although there is not enough space in this paper to present

details on our many discoveries, I do want to summarise some

highlights of our findings.

(1) References are given at the end of this paper.



(a) Inservice education of school administrators or of

teachers - by itself - is not a powerful enough

intervention to bring about sustaining organisational

change in schools. (See Miles, 1965, Schmuck, 1968,

Lansky, Runkel, Croft and MacGregor, 1969, and

Thomas, 1970.)

(b) Human relations training which focuses primarily on

the individual growth of participants is not an

effective strategy for bringing about sustaining

organisational change in schools. (See Shaevitz and

Barr, 1970, and Schmuck and Miles, 1971.)

(c) An OD intervention can be an effective means for

bringing about sustaining organisational changes

in schools, especially when the building administrator

is committed to the change efforts. (See Schmuck

and Runkel, 1970; Fosmire, Keutzer, and Diller,

1971; Flynn, 1971; and Schmuck, 1972.)

(d) Finally, an OD intervention also can be an effective

means for humanising the interpersonal relationships

between teachers and students. (See Schmuck, 1968;

and Bigelow, 1971.)

Goals and instrumental aeauences of OD. The following

goals constitute some guidelines for a typical OD intervention:

(a) to increase understanding of how personnel in

different school jobs affect one another.

(b) to develop clear communication networks up and

down and laterally.

(c) to increase understanding of the various

educational goals in different functiona: parts

of the school.

(d) to uncover organisational conflicts for constructive

problem-solving.

(e) to develop new ways of solving problems through

creative uses of new roles in groups.
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(f) to develop new ways of assessing progress toward

educational goals in the school.

(g) to involve more people at all levels in decision-

making.

(h) to develop procedures for searching out innovative

practices both within and outside the school.

The achievement of objectives such as these naturally

depends upon an effective strategy for altering organisational

processes in schools. The following seven rubrics of actions

constitute the primary ingredients of a prototypic OD strategy

for bringing into operation more creative school organisations.

(1) Clarifying communication. Clarity of communication

is essential to all the conceptr discussed previously.

All school participants must learn to clarify the

messages they receive from one another. An aspect

of openness is using skill in communication to

develop internal networks of higher fidelity and

external channels that map the environment more

accurately. Ambiguity and conflict about norms and

roles can be alleviated by developing more precision

in the transmissi ',n and reception of information.

(See J. Egeland, paragraph 9, Technical Report No. 1.)

(2) Establishing goals. Educational goals are usually

ambiguous and diffuse. Organisational mewbers

learn to clarify and share their objectives and to

increase their sense of "owning" the goals and

integrating their efforts.

(3) Uncovering conflict and interdependence. Clarifying

communication processes and objectives will lead to

increased awareness of areas of conflict and

interdependence. Confronting conflicts and exploring

interdependencies will help to establish norms and

roles that will aid the school in accomplishing its

educational tasks. (See H.J. Jacobs, paragraph 11,

Technical Report No. 1.)
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(4) Improving group procedures. Most organisational

activity occurs in meetings of face-to-face groups.

Meetings are rarely satisfying or productive for

all faculty members and they are often frustrating.

Procedures for creating and using new skills for

facilitating task productivity and group maintenance

can help any meeting to be more satisfactory.

(5) Solving problems. Adaptability implies active

engagement in continuous problem-solving cycles

for identifying, analysing, and acting on

environmental contingencies. OD can help schools

to harness their resources to extract creative

solutions that yield a higher rate of success than

solutions that merely extrapolate past practice.

(6) Making decisions. OD almost always disperses

influence much more widely throughout the system

than is usual in present-day school organisations.

Power need not be decreased in one job to be

increased in another, although sometimes it is

helpful to reduce authority if it is not based on

knowledge and competence. Schools must learn

alternative styles of making decisions to assure

commitment from those who must carry out the

decisions. (See E. Hoyle, paragraph 23, Technical

Repsrt No. 1.)

(7) Assessing change. Change for its own sake does not

necessarily lead to organisational creativity which

is also adaptive. Schools must develop criteria

for measuring and evaluating progress toward meeting

both long-range and short -range vale.

The technology of OD. A typical sequence of OD involves

the following seven steps:
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(i) Initial contact with the administrator and the board

of education to gain general approval for the

intervention.

(ii) Commitment from the entire faculty about the

intervention. During discussions with the faculty

agreements are made abou4. goals, time, and energy;

the consultant makes clear that he is consultant

to the entire faculty, not just to one segment of

it, such as the administration.

(iii) Data-gathering concemAng existent organisational

processes of the school.

(iv) Feedback of data to the target school.

(v) Establishment of the specific goals of the OD

intervention for this faculty.

(vi) The training programme is implemented.

(vii) Data are gathered to ascertain effects of the

training while it is proceeding. Decisions about

termination are guided by these data and made

jointly between the consultants and the participants.

The training programme, listed as (vi) above, is made up

of certain skills, exercises, and procedures which together form

the building blocks of OD technology. The term skill signifies

a way that certain interactions with others can be executed in

a group. Sometimes the skill is one of communication, such as

paraphrasing what another has said so that the other can verify

whether he has been understood. Sometimes, it is one of the

group-convenor, ouch as guiding a group through a survey of

opinion. Sometimes the skill, involves writing interview schedules

to obtain diagnostic information about a school.

The skills practised during OD interventions are put to

work only in reciprocal relations between persons; no individual

can make use of these skills in isolation. Each skill is

actually one person's part of a reciprocal role-relatior.
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Paraphrasing can only be done in conversation with at least one

other person and is not a complete act until the other has
verified the accuracy of the paraphrase. The skill of a pair
or group, consequently, is often surprisingly independent of
the presumed skill of the individuals composing it. The
convener can be skilful it conducting a survey only if the

members know their parts of the role-relation; an interview
schedule can be prepared effectively only.if the interviewers
using the schedule act with the same goals and values as the
writer and only if the respondents join the communicative act
in the way the writer and the interviewer anticipate.

A distinction in OD is drawn between exercises and
procedures. An exercise is a game that participants are asked
to play in order to teach them something very important about
group dynamics. Participants are able to understand the important

principle about the group processes because they have just

experienced the principle through their own behaviours.

A Procedure, on the other hand, refers to an interpersonal

form for communication in a group that helps the group to complete
a task. A procedure can be used for a variety of tasks or
purposes. One example of a procedure would be voting and another
would be the "theatre-in-the-round" procedure for sharing ideas
and making observations,

REGIONAL TEAMS OF OD CONSULTANTS

It is rare for schools to employ consultants for the
purpose of improving the communication patterns as well as the
group processes and organisational procedures that affect
everyone. Even when they do, expert OD consultants from
universities and private consulting firms cannot be around often
enough to be sufficient. Educational consultanto competent to

carry out OD interventions are urgently needed in many regions
to help make the schools more creative organisations. A team
of regionally-based OD consultants who are themselves teachers
and administrators is important so that the training can be
available on a continuous basic. (See E. Hoyle, paragraph 39,
Technical Report No. 1.)
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My colleagues and I in the Centre for the Advanced Study

of Educational Administration have helped a cluster of schools

in two geographical areas build teams of their own OD consultants.

We have learned from our research on these two clusters that there

are at least five features that give these teams their special

effectiveness.

The first essential feature is that the OD consultants

ure organised into formal subsystems, identiriable as a group,

have a supporting budget, and are viewed by o%%ers in the

geographical area as a group carrying out legitimate and important

actions. The second feature is that the OD consultants are

themselves practising teachers or administrators and therefore

work only part-time on OD interventions. Unlike the outside

expert, the part-time consultant is not likely to carry out his

duties as an intervener at the expense of teachers or principals,

because he is himself a teacher or principal. Third, the OD

consultants should try to remain self-renewing as a group by

maintaining contact with outside agencies and experts from whom

they can learn more about OD and upon whom they can call for

special help. The fourth feature is that OD consultants do not

administer, direct, supervise, or install. They wait for the

school or department to demonstrate readiness to make use of aid

before they offer their wares. Fifth and finally, OD consultants

do not offer advice on content problems. Instead, they offer a

greater range of group and organisational processes than school

people ordinarily use in working on their own important problems.

Activities of OD consultants. OD consultants train others

in communication skills, innovative group processes, and problem-

e dying procedures. Seven sorts of activities recur in their work;

these are:

(i) Toward the goal of trying to develop clear

communication up, down and laterally they teach

communication skills such as paraphrasing,

describing feelings and behaviours, andimpression

checking.
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(ii) Consultants seek to increase the understanding

that people have of the ways different parts of

the school affect one another by using data

gathering techniques, such as questionnaires,

interviews, and direct observation, and by

arranging sessions at whioh the information

is systematically fed back.

(iii) OD consultants help spread skills of writing

educational objectives and specifying operational

definitions as an aid to understanding the

educational goals held by personnel in various

positions.

(iv) Consultants try to improve the skill of groups in

systematic problen-solving.

(v) Consultants help faculties to develop new ways of

assessing progress toward educational goals.

(vi) Consultants offer process consultation to help

bring into use the relevant knowledge, skill and

energy of all personnel involved in a task.

(vii) Consultants are alert for innovative practices

that can serve the goals of a school. One frequent

technique, in preparation for later problem-solving

th:Ire, is to bring together people from several

schools suffering from frustration with others that

have creative ideas.

fluecial abilities of OD consultants. For OD consultants

to be effective they must exhibit several abilities. In

general, these abilities are associated with the key stages of

an OD intervention. We have found that these abilities can be

learned in about twenty-five days of training by the highly

motivated educator.
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(a) OD consultants must be adept at making entry and

at building agreements about the goals of OD with

the members of a school. Unclear expectations

often plague the first phases of OD. Some.

participants think of OD as involving highly

charged sensitivity training; others think of

lectures and discussions on administrative science

and group dynamics; and still others think of OD

as relaxed fun and games. Probably most

participants do not hold any clear idea about OD.

The consultant needs to know how to carry out a

demonstration workshop to help a target group

understand OD theory and experience OD technology.

Any demonstration should increase the reliability

of the participant's decision on whether to

continue into OD training in earnest. For examples

of OD demonstration see Schmuck, Runkel, Saturen,

Martell, and Derr (1972).

(b) Even among those staffs for whom entry and forming

agreements about goals go smoothly, there will be

some schonls where the OD may go poorly. The OD

consultant should understand 1w to diagnose the

current state of his target oi. 'r.isation before

constructing a training design. We have discovered,

for example, that staffs which do not support

collaboration and which do not value individual

diversity among staff members will have some

difficulty during the OD training.

(c) The OD consultant must also have special abilities

in designing training events. A training design

can be divided into macroaspects and macroaspects.

Macroaspects include the overall structure and

outline, the sequence of parts, and the general

forms through which the activities flow.
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Microaspects refer to the specific activities played

out during any limited period such as a day or a

week of training. Included among microaspects of

a training design are the skills, exercises and

procedures mentioned previously. The effective OD

consultant understands that the task of designing

is difficult; it requires clear understanding

of objectives, accurate diagnostic data, knowledge

about the probable effect of different training

procedures, and a delicate balance of insight into

one's own motives on the one hand and empathy for

participants on the other.

(d) Finally, implementing the training itself requires

a great deal of skill on the part of the OD

consultant. He should be a facilitator, not a

dominator. At the same time, he should be forceful

and definite, not hesitant and apologetic. He should

try to be brief and concise as he attempts to move

the group along. Perhaps the most difficult skill

of the OD consultant is to keep his own feelings,

especially his anxieties and defences under control.

The consultant should try to use his own feelings of

defensiveness as signals that the training is not

going well and try to modify his behaviour and the

structure of the meeting to make the training more

effective.

INSERVICE EDUCATION IN RELATION TO OD

Since many schools do not have the resources necessary

to enter into an OD project, I believe it is important to

consider the sorts of inservice programmes that might be tried

to encourage movement in the direction of OD goals and toward

more creativity of the school. I suggest the following ten

stages as important aspects of such an inservice training

design.
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(i) First, a group dynamics training experience should

come early to help the participating educators to

become more reflective about the effects of their

own role behaviours in the school. The major goal

would be to help educators to think about their

own practices and to increase their readiness to

accept new practices. A secondary goal would be

to impress upon the educators that their own

behaviours, and not thoughts and values, affect

the feelings and reactions of those who work with

them.

(ii) Next, knowledge of the behavioural sciences on such

topics as clarifying communication, establishing

goals, working with conflicts, holding effective

meetings, solving problems, and making decisions

would be presented. Discussions would be held on

how such information relates to the educator's

goals and role behaviours. Use of the knowledge,

or at least some part of it, would be established

as an important objective for each administrator.

The group dynamics training, previously set in

motion, would support the cognitive explorations

of this phase.

(iii) Diagnostic skills related to communication, goals,

conflicts, meetings, problems and decisions would

be presented and discussed and the educator would

become acquainted with how to measure the effects

of his role behaviours related to each of these.

Whenever appropriate, educators would be encouraged

to give feedback to one another on these same

behaviours. As the educator becomes more aware of

his own characteristics, he may make fewer errors

in perceiving how others are thinking and feeling.
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(iv) Specific ways in which the knowledge about

communication, goals, conflict, meetings, problems,

and decisions might be used in practice would be

"brainstormed" and refined. Each educator would be

asked to plan various ways of behaviour for

implementing this new knowledge. Each might also

imagine and discuss the difficulties that he

anticipates in using these new practices

effectively.

(v) These new practices would then be tried out through

role-playing and immediate reactions would be given

by the other educators in the inservice group. At
the same time, several different observation schemes

might be introduced and some educators would be

asked to serve as observers and to give feedback to

the role-players.

(vi) Skills in giving, receiving, and using feedback

would be discussed and the role-playing vignettes

might be repeated again in attempts to use the

feedback.

(vii) The educators would be asked next to make commitments

to try out some of these practices in the "real"

school setting. Discussions about supportive forces

and restraining factors would be encouraged to

explore the pros and cons of following through with

the plan. Attempts would be made to reduce the

restraining forces wherever possible either through

revisions of the practice or by helping the educator

to gain more confidence by simulating the practice

still once more. One effective means for gaining

commitment is to have the educator record on a

cassette-tape the thoughts he has about the new

practices he intends to try.
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(viii) At a later session, after the educator has had an

opportunity to get started on the new practice,

the tape recording would be played back as a

reminder of the details of the practice. If the

original commitment was unrealistic, changes can

be made at this point in the techniques used to

introduce the practice.

(ix) The educator next collects some data about the .

effects of his practice. He might use questions

under certain circumstances, but most often

collecting verbal or non-verbal feedback from

ethers will 1., sufficient.

(x) Finally, during the time when the practices are

being tried out, group discussions with fellow

educators would be held, perhaps once a week or

once every two week to support each educatorts

efforts and to revise plans further for using

knowledge about communication, goals, conflicts,

meetings, problems, and decisions. Attention

would be given to how the practices should be

modified to respond effectively to particular

school situations.

For additional detail about how some of the skills

associated with OD can be taught in inservice training

programmes see Schmuck (1968); Fox, Lusski, and Schmuck

(1(166); Schmuck, Chealer, and Lippitt (1966); Fox, Schmuck

Jung, Van Egmond, and hitvo (1973); and Schmuck (1972).

INTEGRATING INSERVICE EDUCATION AND OD

Even though I have used up much more space to describe OD

in sch0,12 than I have for de::cribing inservice education, I

have n-t meant to depreciate the latter. Indeed, OD gains

strength as t is coupled with special inservice education

programmes. Zo, for example, the teachers of a school are more
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likely to respond favourably to an OD intervention after they

have experienced an inservice course on communication skills,

and an OD intervention with a faculty will have greater impact

if the administrators and department heads are simultaneously

receiving inservice training in leadership skills. Indeed,

innovations involving individualisation, career education,

accountability, educational technology, new curricula, and

humanising relationships between teachers and students all

depend on both the individual professionals developing new

skills and on changes in organisational arrangements and

processes.

Organisational change in schools will not persist if

some individual changes do not also occur; and changes in the

ways individual professionals think and work will soon dissipate

or regress without supportive organisational changes. Increasing

the school's creativity depends on interventions that include both

training in organisation development and inservice education courses.
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